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Phase Shifts from n-4He Elastic Scattering Experiments Near 20 MeV*

A. Niiler, M. Drosg, J. C. Hopkins, and J. D. Sesgrave

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544

Opti al model calculations ~) and a recent energy-dependent phase-shift
analysis 27 of n-qHe elastic scattering in the ener~ range of 15-25 MeV have
arrived at sets of phase shifts which at some energies ar

Y
in significant dis-

agreement with the set put forward by Hoop and Barscha113 . Since the n-4He
system is widely used as a neutron polarization analyzer, a reliable set of phase
shifts is essential.

None of the above authors had avail ble the complete set of recent n-4He
polarization data of Broste and Simmons4 7 in the energy range 11-30 MeV. Further-
more, all n-4He cross section measurements used in these analyses were made by
the4He recoil method. By this method, angular distributions cannot be extended
reliably into the forward angles in this energy region. Thus, rather large uncer-
tainties may enter in the normalization of the integral of the angular distri-
butions to total cross sections.

We have measured the n-4He differential cross sections at 17.6, 20.9, and
23.7 MeV with a neutron time-of-flight technique using a l-mole sample of liquid
4He as a scatterer. The energies of 17.6 and 23.7 MeV were chosen to match
Broste and Simmons’ polarization measurements , and 20.9 MeV was chosen to give
an intermediate point. Neutron-~roton scattering was also measured to give an
absolute normalization of the n- He points to the well-known n-p cross section

7

5)0

Multiple scattering effects were corrected for by the Alderms,ston code MAGGIE6 .

At all three energies, single-ener~ phase-shift searches were carried out
using the general reaction matrix code EIA2. At 23.7 MeV, Hoop and Barschall’s
inelastic parameters were used and kept fixed in all searches. Starting the
phase shifts at several different vslues, a unique set was alwsys reached. Maxi-
mum L values of 2, 3, 4, and 5 were searched on and at s,llenergies the minimum
weighted variance was obtained with ha = 4. Thus, subsequent searches were
made with ~a = 4 only. These single-energy sets are shown as the last entries
of table 1. The next step was to obtain a smooth phase-shift set which woul
extrapolate smoothly to the optical model and the two-level resonance mode17 7

values near 10 MeV. This smoothed set is also shown in table 1 alo g with that
Yof I-loopand Barschall and the optical model set of Satchler et all . Since both

u(e) and P(O) were available at-17.6 and
energies were given more weight than the
smoothed set.

Table 1:
4

n- He Phase
En

(MeV) ‘1/2 ‘3/2 ‘1/2
17.6 93 95 56

Ref. 3 20.9 90 92 53

23.7 MeV, the phase shifts at these two
20.9-MeV values in obtaining the

Shifts in Degrees

96 3
12 6 :1123.7 86 89 52

m-z. -1 17.6 89 93 52 7.2 3.2 0.4 0.2nel. J.
20.9 84 88 47 9.4 4.0
17.6 87 95 53.5 8 7.2 2.1 1.5 1.5 0.2

;~~::t&es 20.9 79 92.5 48.5 11 10 3 3 3 0.8
23.7 73 89 45.5 18.5 10.8 6.5 5 3.8 2.0
17.6 84 52.5 9.1 7.9 2.1 l:; 2.2 0.6Pfesent Values 20.9

Single Energy 23
83.7 ~?.7 45.7 8.5 15.7 1.2 4.6 6.5 -0.3

.7 71.2 88.3 45.6 19.7 10.8 6.8 5.7 3.3 1.9

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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The most significant
differences between our set
and that of ref. 3 are smal-
ler values of the S1/2 and
Pi/2 phases, the somewhat
larger values for the D and
F waves and the need for
small amounts of G waves.

Our single-energy set
gives excellent fits to the
angular distributions at
all three energies. Our
smoothed set fits equally
well at 17.6 and 23.7 but
not quite so well at 20.9
MeV. See fig. 1 for
these fits. A derivation
of the phase shifts from
the cross section data
alone (without the con-
straints of the polari-
zation data) did not give
acceptable results for
~u~ 3 (at 17.6 MeV)
and ~u ~ 4 (at 23.7
MeV) . The usefulness
of having both differential
cross section and polari-
zation data available at
the sane energy cannot
be overstated.

The authors are in-
debted to D. Dodder for
use of the

1. G. R.
Nucl .

2. R. A.

code EIA2.

500 I I , , I 500

500E==E===50

* ‘\
200 ~

\ /
20

I00 s\ . ,. 10
/..

=. A /r

50 !
w

I 1 1 t I I 1 1 1 I I 1 ! 1 1 I I ! I ! I

I .0 0.5 0 -0.5 -1.0

Cos (&.

Fig. 1. Present data compared with cross sections
from the smooth and single-energy phase-shifts sets.
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A Reactance Matrix Analysis of the d-%,, p-4He System
at 10 MeV Deuteron Laboratory Energy

.

.

G. M. Hale, D. C. Dodder, and K. Witte

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California

Los AISMOS , New Mexico 87544

We are in the process of finding a set of reactance-matrix elements (presently

at a single ener~) to represent the scattering data for two-body reactions in

the five-nucleon system. The hope that such an analysis will produce a single

solution is prompted by having such detailed measurements as the polarization

transfer coefficients and vector and tensor analyzing powers for 3He(~,d)3He 1)

and 3He(~,p)4He 2, , reported elsewhere in this symposium.

The analysis is done assuming that all states from (p,4He) and (d,3He) having

the same total angular momentum and parity (Jp) are coupled. In the region where

all nuclear potentials vanish , one expects the radial wave function for n states

coupled at fixed Jp to be

f
‘F+% ‘

where F and G are diegonal matrices of the regular and irregular Coulomb functions

for the n states. QN is a real, symmetric matrix, so that the collision matrix,

U = eia(l+i~) (l-i~)-lei~ ,

is unitary. o is the diagonal matrix of relative Coulomb “phase shifts,” Uk = UR-UO.

An equivalent description uses the matrices

Q= (sinQ+cos$l~) (cosfl-sinO~)-l and U = (l+iQ)(l-iQ)-l .

The search has been carried out with the Los Alamos Energy Independent Reactance

Matrix Code (EIA2)3), using Q-matrix elements as parameters to fit simultaneously

data from the 3He(d,d)3He, 3He(d,p)4He, and 4He(p,p)4He reactions. Allowing gma = 4

in the (p,kHe) channel and g = 3 in the (d,3He) channel gives 59 parameters tomax
fit 237 data points from the three reactions. The best fit to date gives a weighted

variance (X2 per degree of freedom) of 20, so that a solution has not yet been

found. Searches have also been made with smaller values for Im= in the (p,4He)

and (d,3He) channels which give weighted variances in the range 30-70, indicating

that the partial waves we have included are important at this energy.

One such possible use of such a reactance-matrix analysis would be to guide

a coupled-channel calculation that uses effective phenomenological potentials to

describe the two-body reactions smong five nucleons. Effective potentials for

4He(p,p)4He are easy to clsssify because of the simple structure in spin space.

A classification scheme for the reaction potentials has been suggested by

*Vork performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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J. L. Gsmnel, based on Moravcsik’s expansion for the reaction M-matrix 4)* The idea

is to consider the terms of the expansion as momentum-space transforms of all the

allowed potential operators. When these terms are transformed

one obtains in general nonlocal potentials which act, however,

with the identification of

k+k’ with ~= -iVr , k-k’ with ~ ,—— —— and kxk’ with ~xp_ =——
—

The coordinate-space operators contain analogs of the familiar

to coordinate space,

like local potentials

g.
.

spin-orbit, tensor,

and spin-spin terms. The matrix elements, which differ somewhat from the familiar .

case, are cited in table 1. There sre obvious generalizations of the scheme that

clsssi~ the 3He(d,d)3He potentials as well, allowing the five-nucleon reactions

to be described by as few as ten effective potentials.

Table 1. Potential matrix elements (J2’S’~]VIJ~S) for anslogs of
the spin-orbit, tensor, and spin-spin operators. ~+ repre-
sents the three deuteron (adjoint) spinors, and s the three
Pauli spin matrices.

1.

2.

::

!2’

!?.+2

!?/

!?4

!?.-2

References
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1 J?,+l
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4-
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Comparison of Double Scattering and Polarized Ion Source
Measurements of 4He(d,d)4He Polarization at 11.5 MeV*

V. S. Starkovich and G. G. Ohlsen

Los Alsnos Scientific Laboratory, University of New Mexico
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544

A comparison is
Y
ade between previously reported d-a double scattering meas-

urements at 11.5 MeVl and recent d-a data taken with the Los Alcunos Scientific
Laboratory (LASL) polarized ion source. The latter measurements were taken at
three deuteron energies near 11.5 MeV, and for cm. angles 108°-1260, in order
to permit the calculation of suitable averages for comparison to the low-resolution
double scattering measurements. Since the double scattering measurements were
regarded as prim rily useful in the determination of the vector polarization of
a deuteron beam2 Y, our primary objective was to provide an independent check of
the absolute vector polarization of the besm produced by the LASL polarized ion
source.

The differential cross section can be written as

1(6,$) = Io(0)[l~P >P0(13)+$Pxz>P:z( 13)~P
2yy 6 ~-pn>(p&( 13)-p&(@pzz>p:z( e)], (1

where Io(e) is the cross section for an unpolarized beam. The quantities in
brackets represent the beam polarization values and the remaining parameters repre-
sent the analyzing tensors for the reaction. A+rightxhanded coordinate system
with the z axis slong kin and the y axis along kin x kout is assumed for both
the besm and the analyzing tensor quantities.

The analyzing tensors in Eq. (1) canbe written in terms of the besm polariza-
tion which would be produced in the inverse reaction as follows:

P:z(em) = -<Pxz(6m)> , P&(ecm)-P&(em) = <P=(e=m)-P#3a)> ,

P:z(ecm) = <Pzz(em)> , P;(eCm) = <Py(em)> , (2)

where the right-hand quantities in Eq. (2) represent the besm polarization produced
in the inverse reac ion referred to a coordinate s~stem ~ith the outgoing center-$
of-mass direction, kout (cm.) as the z axis, and kin X kout a.sthe y axis.

Expressing both types of quantities in Eq. (1) in terms of the “inverse
polarizations,” we obtain

I(e,($)= Io(@[l~Py>lab<Py( gm)>-~P >lab<pxz( ocm)>+&p~-plab><pH( fja)
3 Xz

-PH(ecm)>+&Pzz>l%P 22(ecm): . (3)

For the first scattering of the double scattering experiment, we used a particles
and observed recoil deuterons at 31° (118° cm.). Thus the “lab” quantities in
Eq. (3) are related to the “cm.” quantities for em = 118° by a rotation about
the y axis through B = (118°-310) s 87°:

<p ,lab
= @y(1180)>

Y

~ >lab
= <Pm(1180)>cos2&<pzz(~80)>sin2@-2<pxz(1180) >sin~cos~

xx
>lab<P = <Pn( 118° ) >

YY
(4)

*Work perfozmed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energ Commission.
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lab<p > = <Pn(ll80)>sin28+<pzz(ll80)>cos26+2<Pxz(ll80)>sin6cos~
Zz

lab<P > = <Pm(ll80)>sin8cos@-<Pzz(ll80)>sin6cos6+cpxz(ll80) >(cos26-sin26) .Xz

Values of the ratio

& >lab<p (e=m)>-ap >lab<p

~=p 3 Xz Xz(em)>

1+22> lab<p
Zz(e=m)>

(5)

obtained in the double scattering experiment at 11.5 MeV and for cm. angles
e = 108°-1260 are illustrated in Fig. 1 (triangles). In this expression L, R, U,—
and D represent the mean values of the

—

number of counts recorded in the left, right, .Z
up, and down positions by the four tele-
scopes. The angular resolution of these
measurements was ~4° (cm.) and the
energy resolution was ~0.5 MeV. The
circles represent values of the ratio
(Eq. (5)) computed from averages of the
anslyzing tensors measured at 11.13,
11.50, and 12.00 MeV with the LASL po-
larized ion source. The beam polarization
was assumed to be correctl given by the

Tquench ratio measurements3 . The errors
in the values of the ratio (Eq. (5)) de-
rived from the ion-source measurements were
based on an assumed maximum systematic error
of iO.015 for PO. (The systematic uncer-

K“tainty arises c lefly from imperfect align-
ment of the scattering chsmber and insta-
bility in the beam polarization.) For
the ion-source data, the statistical er-
ror is in all cases much smaller than
to.o15. The errors presented in Fig. 1
for the double scattering measurements
are statistical errors only.

If the actual vector and tensor
polarization of the ion source beam
is assumed to differ from the value
given by the quench ratio determina-
tion by the factor K, a connmrison of

I i I I
110 I20 I30

8cm.

Fig. 1. Comparison of double scatter-
ing (triangles) and ion-source (cir-
cles) measurexpents.

the vaiue of the ratio (Eq.-(5)) obtained from the two methods gives a value
K= 0.984t0.028, where only the statistical error is taken into account for the
double scattering. Thus, this experiment confirms within the error of the measure-
ment that the ion source beam polarization is as given by the quench ratio method.

For additional detail see Los ~smos Scientific Laboratory Report LA-4465-MS.
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1. V. S. Starkovich, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Wyoming, 1969; Los Alamos Sci-

entific R~port LA-4191 (1969)
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3. G.G.Ohls~G.P.Lawrence, P.W.Keaton, J.L.McKibben, and D.D.Armstrong, “Ab-
solute Besm Polarization Detemnination for the LASL Lsmb-Shift Source by the
Quench Ratio Method,” Proc. 3rd Internatl. Symp. Polarization Phenomena in
Nuclear Reactions (to be published)
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APPENDIX : Tables of the 4He(~,d) Observable

‘L

78°

81°

84°

86°

88°

90°

92°

96°

“

.

The d-4He tensors as measured with the polarized ion source, the
2(L-R)/(L+R+U+D) ratio which these tensors predict would be measured in the double
scattering experiment, and the values of the ratio measured in the double scat-
tering experiment are given in table 1.

For mostly historical reasons, we compare the predicted double scattering
beam polarization with the best values previously obtained by a phase shift fit
of the available double scattering data. See table 2.

Table 1

0
cm

107.50°

110.82°

114.04°

116.15°

u.8 .21°

120.23°

122.21

126.04

PO
Xz

0.181

0.171

0.163

0.’152

0.137

0.126

0.111

0.080

0.544

0.523

0.493

0.464

0.430

0.382

0.325

0.182

P;z
o

L

0.2537 -0.285

-0.332

-0.380

-0.398

0.2132 -0.411

-0.408

-0.392

0.1563 -0.312

2(L-R)
L+R+U+D

(Ion Source)

o.137to.o13

0.182*0.013

o.226to.013

o.262to.cI1l

o.260to.oo9

0.274t0.011

0.233t0.011

o.156to.oll

$&!&

(Double
Scattering)

o.168to.019

o.262f0.018

0.244t0.020

0.2?4t0.020

Table 2: Spin tensors for ll(u,~)a scattering at Ellab= 31°

Predicted from Phase Shift Predicted from Polarized
Tensors Fit of Double Scattering Data Ion Source Measurements

<p >
Y

-0.432 -0.408

<P > -0.127 +0.142
Xz

&p
2 Xx-pyy’

0.285 +0.379

<p > 0.067 +0.308
Zz
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Characteristics of AIK and A1(NH4) Alum as New Materials for Polarized

Proton Targets
Philip J. Bendt, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Universi~ of

California, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544

Dynamic proton polarization by the “solid effect” has been studied in
AlK(S04)2012H20 and A1(NH4) (S04)2012H20, in which a sn@l fraction (CO.5%)
of the diamagnetic Al was replaced with paramagnetic Cr3+ ions. Over 50% proton
polarization was attained in three alum crystals weighing 300 to 500 mg with
190 to 290 mw microwave power, at 1 K and -19.5 kG. With (111) planes
oriented perpendicular to the ~gmetic field, the electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) spectra was dominated by a single narrow line (10 to 22 G
wide) corresponding to the (-1/2, 1/2) transition of the Cr3+ ions. The
proton line widths varied from 7 to 15 G, and the proton line shape did not
change as the polarization was increased. A 357 mG crystal of lanthanum
mgnesium nitrate (LMN) was polarized in the same apparatus, for comparison
with the alum crystals.

Since the allowed and “forbidden” EPR transitions are
slums, the theory of dynamic polarization by Jeffriesl and
The steady state polarization is given by

P.

Ps = (l+ f)(s:s$’

where P is the thermsl
equilibrium polarization of
theCr3+ ~ions3 f is the
leakage factor , S is the EPR
saturation factor, and S$ is

a constant which depends on
the crystal properties and the
mgnetic field. The polariza-
tion grows with a time con-
stant T,

-t/T, ,p(t) =ps(l - e

where T is given by

-1T=T1p[l+s(&~ ●

i!!
Tlp is the proton spin-lattice

relaxation time. S depends on
the ion relaxation times Tle
and T2e as follows,

2
S = TleT2e(yeHle) ~

where ye is the ion gyromag-
netic ratio, and Hle is the

microwave field in the cavity.

well separated in
BorghiniZ applies.

so
I I I I I I

1{
\P=0.8(1-ti’”0)

LMN

~“pj

I

‘201r
MINUTES

Fig. 1. Polarization growth rate curves
for A1(NH4) slums and LMN. The polari-
zations are negative, and the solid lines

fit the equationsgiven.
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Table I. Properties of the crystals , and polarization measurements.

Crystal: AIK No. 1 AIK NO .2 ~~,~. Al(NH,j NO .4 LMN

Al:Cr ratio 435 215 380 590 100a

‘lp
at 0.93 K (s) 13,000 3,950 3,350 1,350 1,320

‘le
at 0.96 K (Ius) 2.5 2.0 3.0 2.8 11.5

EPR line width (G) 20 15 22 10 6

~x (-%)P 54 43 53 51 77

Ps (- %) 64 50 58 55 80

T (minutes) 90 53 23 19 10

Microwave power (mW) 190 190 290 260 200

Saturation S 31 32 50 92 480

s/(s + S*) 0.74 0.58 0.68 0.66 0.86

Both p~ and T were obtained from polarization growth rate curves, three
of which are hewn in Fig. 1.

-f
Tle was measured, and T2e was calculated using

T2e = (ye~H) , where 6H is the half-width of the EPR line. The values p
in Table I are the maximum (negative) polarizations we measured. From ‘x
measurements of T1

“?
on AIK alum No. 1 at three temperatures , we estimate Tlp

in this crystal WI 1 be about three days at 0.5 K. Such a long relaxation
time would make pure AIK alum very useful for “storin@’ proton polarization.

The large value of S for LMN is due partly to the narrow EPR line, and
partly to the long (phonon-bottlenecked) relaxation time Tie. The measured
values of T1eT2e were 7 to 15 times smaller in alum than in LMN, which
mkes”S smaller for the same microwave power. The experiments show it takes
3 times as much microwave power in alum as in LMN to obtain the same value

$
of s/(s i-s . Our polarization measurements were power-limited; both ps and
l/T would ve been larger with more microwave power.

The alum crystals have the advantage over LMN of higher hydrogen density
by weight, by factors of 1.6 for AIK alum and 1.97 for Al(NH4) alum. LMN
has a larger P. in a given magnetic field, and requires less microwave power.
At 26 kG, and using a high-power microwave oscillator, these advantages will
provide only 5% additional polarization in LMN , while using A1(NH,4)alum will
expose approximately twice the number of polarized protons to the beam for the
same charged particle energy loss. If slums have any advantage over the
recently developed hydrocarbon targets, it results from the convenience of
handling a solid crystal at room temperature, the reliability of using a
crystal whose performance has been measured before it is put in the beam, and
the simplicity of a target system that does not require cooling with liquid
3He .

(1) T. J. Schmugge and C. D. Jeffries, Phys. Rev. 138, A1785 (1965);
T. E. Gunter and C. D. Jeffries, Phys. Rev. 15~290 (1967).

(2) M. Borghini, Phys. Rev. Letters 16, 318 (196~
(3) At 1 K and 19.5 kG, P. equals 0.86 for Cr3+ in alum, and equals 0.94 for

Nd3+ in LMN.

(4) Values of the leakage factor varied from 0.002 to 0.034.

.

.

.
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Elastic Scattering of Polarized Tritons*

D. D. Armstrong, P. W. Keaton, Jr. , and L. R. Veeser

.

.

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California

Los Alamos , New Mexico 87544

1. ‘He(t,g)4He Reaction. The measurement at Los Alsmos of the polarization
4He has established this reaction as aof tritonsi~ elastically scattered from

good polarizer (or analyzer) for tritons2). Recently we have extended the po-
larization measurements over a sufficient angular and energy range (see Fig. 1)
to allow a phase shift analysis (based on the work of Spiger and Tombrello3)
and including their cross section data) which more accurately describes both
the cross section ad polarization data. Some information about mass-7 nuclei
will result from this analysis. However, the physical interpretation of the
analysis is complicated because the dec~” of the t+4He compound system can occur
through many channels.

I I

1- -1

I Et = 7.2 MeV

i

t -1
t
E t
F
:0 F +-L+-.++-> e
z 40 80 120 ,60 C.M.

a

d
a.

+1.0

Et= 10.3Me V

5.

t
\

●

z
o

●

F ●

:0 ! I1 I , ,1 I 1 { t ● e
G 40 80 120 ~ [60 CM

:

2

I

-l.oLJ___-
+1.0 ——.. —-.

q
E, = 6.6MeV

t
z
o

;
:0 !

I
1 1 1 1 1

+0

ii 40 80 120 160
C. M

a

;
4.

I

1

t
● 5V

* ‘3 B—

Fig. 1: Polarization of tritons elastically scattered from 4He.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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2. H(~,{)H Reaction. A study of the elastic scattering of polarized tritons
from protons gives information about the excited states of 4He. We obtained data
for 6.4-9.

?
MeV (lab) tritons corresponding to an excitation of the order of

20 MeV in He. For this region of excitation only the p+t and n+3He channels
need be considered. A two-channel analysis of our data and other relevant data
from the literature was done using a computer program which talc ates the cross

Ysections and polarizations from the formulas of R-matrix theory4 .

3He arget, Baker et al.3. D(?,n)4fie Reaction. Using a polarized
i

‘) measured
the left-right asymmetry, A, of protons in the 3 e(d,~)4He reaction. Theoretical
interest was aroused6) when they pointed out that A % -P, where P is the proton
~olsrizat~on in+3He(d~)4He. We have taken equivalent data with+aapolarized

He beam7 (D(3He,&)H) and SJ-SOwith a polarized triton beam (D(t ,a)n). Although
we have not made any theoretic~ deductions of our own at this time, it is clear
that a theory which assumes or predicts P ~ -A is in serious error.

4. Optical Model for Tritons. Based on the asstl.mptionthat the optical model
potential for a triton is just the sum of the optical model potentials of its
constituent nucleons suitably aversged over their internal motion in the tritona),
the polarization of tritons elastically scattered from nuclei is expected to
be smsll. Our measurements (at angles i 600) give small polarizations for tri-
tons elastically scattered from Ni and 54Fe. However, the measurement of the
polarization at back angles is the most definitive test of this model. Such
measurements are best done with a beam from a Dolarized ion source which we exnect
to be available soon at

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

P. W. Keaton, Jr.,
20 (1968) 1392—

P. W. Keaton, Jr.,
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A Study of the ~e(d,p)4He Reaction*

.

.

.

.

P. W. Keaton, Jr. , D. D. Armstrong, D. C. Dodder
G. P. Lawrence, J. L. McKibben, and Gerald G. Ohlsen

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Los Alsmos, New Mexico 87544

Vector and tensor analyzing powers for the 3He(~,p)4He reaction have been
measured at a deuteron bombarding energy of 10.0 MeV. For the data obtained at
laboratory angles greater than 20°, the apparatus and methods of refs. 1 and 2
were used. The slit system for the E-AE detector pairs were arranged for two-
degree angular resolutions (FWHM). The scattering chamber was filled with 3He
to a pressure of 200 Torr. The 3He was periodically recycled through a liquid-
nitrogen-cooled charcoal trap by means of a mechanical pump so that no impurity
problems were experienced.

The small angle P~z measuraents are of particular interest with respect
to the interpretations of 0° polarization transfer coefficients. Therefore,
measurements of P~z at 5°, 10°, and 15° (laboratory angle) were made by setting
the deuteron spin axis, @, to 0° and determining ml = 1 to ml = O ratios. How-
ever, since the detector assembly intercepted the besm at angles less than about
10°, it was necessary to determine the total charge delivered by means of moni-
tor $tectors rather than with a faraday cup. This is only possible if the value
of Pzz at the monitor angle has been previously determined. We used a monitor
laboratory angle of 45° (53.3° center-of-mass) where P~z is -0.3T8t0.015.

The present data, together with previously determined values 3s4) of the vec-

tor analyzing power, P;, are presented in fig. 1. The functions P;, P~z, and
(P~-PO )/2 are odd functions of the scattering angle, e, smd therefore must
vanishmfor e = O. The even function, P~z( e) , approaches a large value (-1.4)
at e = OO.

The scattering matrix, M, for this reaction can be written5,6~ in terms of spin-
one base v$ctors, x! = (1,0,0), x: = (0,1,0), X1l = (0,0,1), ad the Pauli spin
matrices, a. The M matrix becomes

. A

where i (k’) is along ~in (tout) S n+is al~n~ ~inx~outj ad
(fixl?’).

A 5’) is along fixt
The spatial components of X are x-n =

#
i(Xl+X-1)/ 2, XO~ = (-xl+x_l)/&,

and ~“~ = Xo.

It has been previously noticed3) that P; in the present reaction has an angular
dependence similar to the analyzing power observed in 3~e(d,p)4He (polsxized tar-
get) experiments. This condition requires the following relation among the elements
of M:

4ReAB*-41mCD*-41mEF* = -41mCE*-41mDF*.

This relation is satisfied nondynamicslly by insisting that the entrance channel
spin, S, differ from the exit channel spin by one. This imposes the restrictions
F= -(B+C) andE = -iA+D, since only AS = -1 is allowed. This hypothesis predicts,

however, that the polarization transfer coefficient, P$, at zero degrees is -2/3.

As a test we measured, in a prelimin ~ experiment, the vector polarization trans-
fer coefficient at 0° and found that Py(Oo) = +0.57f0.10. This is very close to

the assumption AS = O which requires B = C = F and iA = -D = -E, and predicts
P;(oo) = +2/3. Therefore, it appears that AS = -1 dominates over most of the
angular range, but that AS = O competes strongly at zero degrees.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission,
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An Underground Nuclear Explosion as a Polarized Neutron Source*

G. A. Keyworth and J. R. Lemley

Los Alsmos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Los Alsmos , New Mexic6 87544

Whereas an underground nuclear explosion is not the most conventional neutron
source, it offers definite advantages, primarily connected with beam intensity.
Each burst contains approximately one mole (1024) of neutrons which are emitted
in less than 0.1 psec. A moderator is used to increase the neutron flux down to
w20 eV, at which point the velocities of the moderator and of the neutrons are
equal. Thus, neutrons from 20 eV to several MeV are available and are resolved
by time-of-flight techniques. The experimental tec niques for using nuclear ex-

7plosions as neutron sourceshayebeen amply treatedl in the literature and will
not be discussed here.

The primary purpose of this particular experimental program is to determine
spins of neutron resonances by the straightforwsrd method of measurements with a
polarized target smd a polarized neutron beam. Until fairly recently, however,
there was no satisfacto

7
method of producing a polarized neutron beam from ~50

eV to 100 keV. Shapiro2 proposed utilizing the strong spin dependence of the

(n,p) interaction to produce such a polarized neutron beam. In this energy range,
the cross section for (n,p) scattering through the singlet state of the system
is about 20 times larger than through the triplet state. Thus, an unpolarized
neutron besm is polarized by passage through a suitably thick target of polarized
protons. Shapiro has demonstrated this technique using neutrons up to 150 eV
from a pulsed fast reactor.

The polarized proton target which we have used is a relatively common tool
in high energy physics laboratories. It involves dynamic polarization of the
protons in the waters of hydration of crystals of La2Mg3(N03) 12024H20, i.e., ~3)o

The crystsl stack (2-cm dismeter by 1.8 cm thick) was mounted in a copper micro-
wave cavity which was located in the center of a superconducting split-pair coil
operating at 20.3 kG. The coil was immersed in a liquid helium bath at 4°K in a
cryostat which permitted room temperature access to the coil bore. The microwave
cavity was contained in a separate cryostat whose tail was inserted into the bore
of the superconducting coil. This latter cryostat contained liquid helium main-
tained at WI°K by a 1400 liter/see mechanical pump. The cryostats contain thin
windows to allow transit of the vertical neutron besm. The coil is located with
its bore in the horizontal plane and the neutron besm passes through apertures
in the gap.

The axis of the crystals was located perpendicular to the magnetic field
direction. Under these conditions, microwaves of frequency 76.6 GHz are required
to polarized the free protons. The microwave power was generated by a reflex
klystron and transmittedby oversize (8-mm) waveguide to the cavity.

In the summer of 1969, an experiment was performed on the Physics 8 event at
the Atomic Energy Commissionts Nevada Test Site to determine the feasibility of
polarizing such an intense besm in this manner. Of some concern was the extent of
depolarization in the target due to heating from the neutron beam. Comparatively
little energy deposit occurs as a result of the initial burst of gamma radiation.
Calculations of neutron heating indicated a total temperature rise in the target
of 3°K.

One of the features of LMN which makes it an excellent source of polarized
protons is its long proton relaxation time (%1 hr at 1°K). This same feature
allows us to maintain constant polarization during the 3-4 msec duration between

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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arrival of the highest and lowest energy neutrons. At 4°K, the calculated final
temperature, the proton relaxation time is still >100 sec. This estimate was
confirmed on the Physics 8 event.

Measurement of the target polarization is normslly made by use of the “Q-
meter” nuclear magnetic resonance technique. In this method a smell fraction of
the protons in the target are caused to flip by sn electromagnetic field from a
coil near the ssmple. The coil is part of a tuned circuit whose electrical charac-
teristics are altered by the proton transitions. The most common technique employed
involves sweeping the NMR oscillator through the proton line in several minutes.
In our case, we wished to monitor the polarization during the N4 msec duration of
the neutron burst. We thus swept the frequency at a rate of 1 kHz and displsyed
the results of the sweep on an oscilloscope. The oscilloscope was then photographed
by a high speed moving-film camera. Subsequent examination of the film showed
no change in polarization in the target during the entire film exposure, which
ended 1 sec after detonation. Thus we feel confident that this is a practical
method of producing polarized neutrons over the energy range 20 eV to 100 keV.

Because this fast sweep NMR system was designed primarily to determine the
change in polarization, it was not suited for accurate absolute polarization deter-
mination. The thermel equilibrium (TE) signal, i.e., the signal due to brute force
polarization before microwave pumping, is compared to the enhanced signal to de-
termine absolute polarization. With the system used in the Physics 8 experiment,
the TE signal was nearly unobservable. However, since that experiment, we have
acquired a PDP-15 computer with which we average the signal from the fast sweep
to accurately determine the TE signal.

As discussed above, the proton polarization was perpendicular to the besm
direction in the Physics 8 experiment. This offers the disadvantage that the beam
must pass through the coil gap, thereby making it difficult to avoid Majorana
depolarization. This problem is serious with the LMN system but far more serious
with the actusl target system,. discussed in another contribution to this confer-
ence. For the case of s-wave neutrons, how the polarization vectors are oriented
with respect to the besm direction is of no consequence as there is no transfer
of singularmomentum. Although in our energy rsnge penetration considerations
suggest that s-wave resonances predominate, it is still desirable to preserve the
capability of spin determination of p-wave resonances. However, although not

tacitly obvious, calculations of resonance formation probabilities reveal that,
for targets of reasonably high spin, e.g., 5/2, approximately equal smounts of
information regarding the spin configurations of p-wave resonances are determined
for the polarization perpendicular or parallel to the beam direction.

We now have under construction a new LMN besm polarization system consisting
of a high homogeneity coil (field uniformity ‘w1G over a 2.5-cm sphere), 10-watt
extended interaction oscillator for a microwave power source, and a single CIYO-
stat whose l°K bath is capable of being continuously filled from a 4°K bath. We
expect this system to produce neutron beam polarizations of 60-70% with transmis-
sions of 18%. This equipment, with a polarized subthreshold fissionable target,
will be used in an experiment on the Physics 9 event in 1971 to measure spins of
intermediate structure resonances.
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A Proposed Ultra-Low Temperature Polarized Target for Use
with Single-Burst Neutron Sources*

J. R. Lemley and G. A. Keyworth

Los Alsmos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Los &lsmos, New Mexico 87544

An underground nuclear explosion of the type used in physics experiments by
the Los Alsmos Scientific Laboratory (LASL)l) produces approximately 1 mole (1024)
of neutrons with a generally continuous energy spectrum from about 40 eV to several
MeV. These neutrons reach a target at the end of a 250-m flight path over a period
of 3 msec; the neutron energy is determined by a time-of-flight technique. Besm

area at the target is about 3 cm2. After collimation and transmission through an
LMN spin filter to polarize the beam, about 1015 neutrons reach the target. For

a variety of nuclear reactions this high neutron flux produces events with good
statistical frequency over a wide energy range in a very short time. The long

flight path increases energy resolution.

An experiment currently being prepared for the next physics shot requires
both a polarized neutron besm and a polarized target. Polarizati n of the neu-

7tron besm has been discussed in another paper at this conference . The neutron-

induced fission cross sections of certain nuclei such as 237Np exhibit large sub-
threshold fission resonances due to coupling of the compound nuclear wave func-
tions with states in the second potential minimum in the fission barrier. Pre-
sumably the coupling is between only states of the same J value. When a polarized
neutron besm impinges upon a polarized 237Np target, the probability of finding
certsin spin combinations is increased or decreased depending upon the relative
polarizations of besm and target. Amplitudes of fission resonances with a specific
J value will be increased or decreased relative to their aress when polarization
is zero.

The nature of the neutron besm places several requirements upon the design
of a polarized 237Np target. Beam direction is necessarily vertical, and the C~O-
stat must be designed to accommodate this. Since both the LMN target used to
polarize the besm and the 237Np target involve high magnetic fields, Majorana
depolarization must be avoided in the field gradients along the besm path. Rela-

tive orientation of target spin, besm spin, and beam momentum must maximize the
effect of the reaction to be studied in the angular distribution of the radiation
to be detected. This is not necessarily consistent with minimizing Majorana de-
polarization when p-wave resonances are to be studied. In order for fission frag-
ments from the 237Np(n,f) reaction to escape from the target and reach counters,
the 237Np nuclei must lie within about 5 Urnof the target surface but remain with-
in a matrix which will permit polarization of the 237Np nuclei. Target nuclei
not close to the surface would be useless for counting purposes, and in addition
their fissioning would cause excessive heating resulting in depolarization of
the entire target. It is therefore necessary to use a minimum amount of 237NP

and to confine it to the surface of the target. Since the beam contains neutrons ~
237Np may be present.in the MeV ener~ range, no fissionable nuclei other than the

Many compounds of actinide elements, such as U02Rb(N0 )3, which might be suit-
227Np are eliminated.able host matrices for dilution and polarization of

Probably the greatest problem concerned with the 237Np target is dissipa-
tion of heat produced by interaction of the besm and target. The major source
of heating is the 237Np(n,f) reaction with totsl fission fragment energy of 170
MeV. Using the neutron flux from a previous experiment and assuming that half

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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of the fission fragment energy is deposited in the target, 10 mg of 237Np Will
deposit energy at the rate of approximately 104 erg/see.

To prevent immediate warming and depolarization of the 237Np nuclei, we pro-
pose to use as a heat sink the heat capacity of a system of nuclear spins in a high
msgnetic field at ultra-low temperatures. Using a 3He-4He dilution refrigerator,
target temperatures of less than 20 mK can be maintained indefinitely before ap-
plication of the neutron besm. At these temperatures it is possible to polarize
the nuclear spins of (nonfissionable) metals such as thallium so that there is a
relatively large heat capacity associated with slignment of the spins.

The effectiveness of a large nuclear heat capacity as a heat sink depends
on the thermal resistance RsL between the lattice and the nuclear spins. At very
low temperatures for a metal in the nonsuperconducting state, the “lattice” is
the thermal bath of the conduction electrons since lattice vibrations are in their
ground states. RsL is relatedto the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation time T1
according to RSLCS = T1 which is the time constant with which the spin temperature
approaches that of a lattice maintained at constant temperature. Cs is the nuclear
spin heat capacity. RSL msy be estimated from Korringa’s relation, TITS = K where
K is Korringa~s constant and Ts is the spin temperature. The Korringa constant
is commonly derived from measurements of the Knight shift when T1 is not measured
directly. RSLCS = K/T. If the nuclear heat capacity is given by CS = bH2/T# where
b is a constsnt, the heat flow to the nuclei is ~ = (Ts-~)/RsL = (bH2/K)(TL-TS)/Tg
where TT,is the lattice (or electron) temperature. For thallium K is small (0.006
sec OK)-and the nuclear moment is relativ~ly large (1.6 nm)3). For the easily
attainable field of 50 kG and 10 cm3 of Tl, ](Ts-TL)/Tsl =0.1 when d= 0.7x104
erg/see. This ratio is temperature independent as long as the expressions for
CS and T1 hold. If Ts increases from 15 mK to 100 mK, the heat absorbed is
2.4x104 erg.

The problem remains to find an environment in which 23TNP cm be polarized

and which will permit the nuclear spins to be in good thermal contact with the
electronic system associated with a nuclear heat sink such as thallium metal.
Neptunium-237 h

Y
two properties which should facilitate this. Its large msgnetic

moment (2.8 n.m4 ) decreases the size of the effective field required to achieve
a given polarization at a given temperature. In a metallic environment the high
Z of the nucleus increases the coupling of the nucle~ spins and conduction elec-
trons and should decrease spin lattice relaxation time. There are 237Np compounds
and alloys which have hyperfine fields of several MG at the nucleus. At present
a metsllic matrix seems most desirable in order to establish sufficient thermal
contact with a heat sink via conduction electrons.

An ultra low temperature system can slso probably be adapted for use with
pulsed neutron beams produced by linear accelerators,and other nuclei csn be po-
larized for use as targets.

We thank Prof. J. C. Wheatley for valuable discussions about cryogenic sspects
of the experiment.
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Performance of the LASL Polarized Source*

J. L. McKibben, G. P. Lawrence, and Gerald G. Ohlsen

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544

Our construction of a source of polarized negative ions based on charge
exchange reactions in cesium and argon was initiated in 1965; the initial
design was reported five years ago at Karlsruhe. We have made mmy changes
from the early d sign.

7
A description of the source as of the end of 1968 has

been published; 1 this description is still fairly accurate.

Installation. The source was installed and delivered its first besm through
the tandem accelerator on July 4, 1969, and experiments commenced soon after.
Experience soon showed that we needed remote control of a number of vsriables
and this was incorporated during late 1969. During the first half of 1970 a
total of 700 hours of operating time has been accumulated. The installation
layout is shown in Fig. 1.

The beam is inflected
58° by a special double
focusing magnet; the choice
of angle was dictated by
space and focusing consi-
derations. Rotation of the
direction of spin from the
axial direction to any re-
quired direction is done by
means of a crossed-field
device which we call a spin
precessor. The precessor
can be mechanically rotated
about its axis. The besm
is brought to focus at the
middle of the precessor by
means of an electrostatic
quadruple doublet; a cup
can intercept the beam there
for measurement of the source
intensity. A quadruple
singlet which follows the
precessor is used to correct
for cylindrical focusing
effects of the spin preces- Fig. 1. Installation Arrangement for the
sor fields. The bean is LASL Polarized Ion Source
brought to a second focus
about ~ meter ahead of the accelerating tube by means of the 58° magnet and

the einzel lens. A special viewer near the second focus has proven useful in
finding the proper adjustments of focus and of the several steering elements.

Transmission. The emittance of the beam as it leaves the source is known from
the geometry of the source , and by measurement, to be approximately 1.0 cm rad
e~. This is substantially smaller than the acceptance of the tandem Van de
Graaff. However, the best transmission we have seen is 65% (from the precessor

Work performed under the auspices of the U, S, Atomic Energy Commission,
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cup to the target through a
protons.

Polarization and Intensity.
range 86 to 90% for protons

2.5x2.5 mm aperture) for

The quenchable fraction
and 74-80% for deuterons

conditions. Better polarization values are obtained

deuterons and 50% for

of the beam varies in the
under normal operating
by rotating the smallest

aperture into position at the focal point of the first acceleration lens and
using about 1/3 the normal argon flow rates; under these conditions, polariza-
tions of 93% for protons and 86? for deuterons have been measured. The best
proton current delivered so far to a useful target is 107 nA; the best deuteron
current so far observed is 208 nA with 74% polarization. Most of our usage

has been with deuterons for which 6O-1OO nA is usually available while the
available proton current is usually only about 25% less than the deuteron
current.

Spin States Available. Certain spin states require a strong field (with res-
pect to the hyperfine interaction) in the negative-ion-formation region, in
order that large nuclear polarization can be maintained. However, too strong
a field produces a low intensity beam tith poor emittance. Our practice has
been to use 6G for protons and 60G for deuterons; fortunately 60G does not
cause a serious loss of intensity for deuterons. The polarizations of ions
produced by a pure metastable beam are, for the magnetic fields of interest:

Ion
‘I

g3 g33 Field (in G)

H- +* 1 6
H- -~ -0.12 — 6
D- +1 1 1 6 (or 60)
D- 0 0.012 -1.966 60
D- -1 -0.984 0.952 60

Actual polarizations sre obtained by multiplying these numbers by the quench-
able percentage value. This is the fraction of the negative ion besm produced
through the metastable process, and is measured by quenching the metastable
portion. For proton or deuteron vector polarization experiments, the spin is
usually precessed to the vertical and the precessor is mechanically rotated to
reverse the spin direction. To reverse the vector polarization in the case of
deuterons it is often better to turn to the mI=-l state since
tion of the precessor may lose some of the beam; the steering
adjusted to compensate for the beam shift effect but it takes
ments involving tensor polarization, the spin axis is usually
horizontal plane and rotation of the counters is used instead
precessor.

mechanical rota-
elements can be
time. For experi-
precessed in the
of rotation of the

Stability and Intensity. The source runs unattended for many hours at a time.
The polarization is quite stable; deviations of less than a percent during a
run ‘me common. ~e-temperature of the cesium cell and its reservoir are each
thermostatically controlled. The loss of cesium is <0.1 gram per hour and its
clesmup during servicing has been easy. Good current stability does require
finding stable operating conditions; in this respect we have been greatly aided
by a transverse adjustment on the accel electrode which may be operated while
the source is at high voltsge. That this source is capable of much greater
output we have little doubt, but recently our time has been spent mainly on its
installation and utilization.

Reference

1. G. P. Lawrence, G. G. Ohlsen and J. L. McKibben, Phys. Lett. 28B, 594 (1969).
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Absolute Beam Polarization Determination for the LASL
Lamb-shift Source by the Quench Ratio Method

Gerald G. Ohlsen, G. P. Lawrence, P. W. Keaton, Jr.,
J. L. McKibben, and D. D. Armstrong

Los Alsmos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Los Alsmos, New Mexico 87544

In conjunction with a Lsmb-shift polarized ion source, a “nuclear spin filter”
provides an extremely clean wsy to select single hyperfine states of either hy-
drogen or deuterium metastable atoms. The spin filter action tskes place in
a %1600-MHz rf field (w1O V/cm) parsllel to the atomic beam, a (perpendicular)
dc electric field (N1O V/cm), and a (parallel) magnetic field whose strength is
adjusted to correspond to resonance for the state desired. The output ion cur-
rent versus spin filter magnetic field is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The
current which remains when the mag-
netic field does not correspond to
a resonance arises from the intense
ground-state atomic besm which
is also present. For state-1 se-
lection of either hydrogen or
deuterium, the metastable contri-
bution is 100% polarized (P = 1 “’u
for hydrogen, P3 = P33 = 1 for
deuterium) while the background
current has approximately zero
polarization; thus, the actual
bean polarization is approxi-
mately given by “*

1-10 1 ! f
565 575

l-~,

585

P=y= (1) S(GAUSS)+

where the quenching ratio, Q,
is defined by l/l., and where Fig. 1. a) Ion current versus B for H atoms.
p represents either P, P3, or b) Ion current versus B for D atoms.
P33. (If other then state-1
atoms are selected, the strength of the magnetic field in the region of ioniza-
tion must be taken into account in computing the polarization.)

It is the purpose of the present paper to describe our efforts to evaluate
the accuracy of the quench ratio method. We describe two small corrections and
list a number of conditions which must be met for the results to be precise.
Our conclusion is that the method is capable of %1/2% absolute accuracy, with
about 1$ reliability achieved to date. Most of our tests made use of 4He(p,p)4He
scattering at 12 MeV md 112° (lab) where its analyzing power is w1.O.

First, we have noted that the quenched beam is actually slightly polsrized

(P or P3 % -0.03). For typical hydrogen quench ratios of w1O, Eq. (1) therefore
overestimates the polarization by about 0.3%; for a typical deuterium quench
ratio of 5, Eq. (1) overestimates the vector polarization about 0.6Z. The pre-
cise mechanism that produces this effect is still under investigation. It ap-
pears to be associated with the fact that mJ = -1/2 metastable atoms are quenched
much earlier than the mJ = 1/2 atoms. For more detail, see Ref. 1.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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Second, the polarized component of the besm has better emittance than the
unpolarized component; thus transmission through the accelerator can incresse
the beam polarization with respect to the value detemnined by quench ratio meas-
urements made at the source. We have recently determined that this effect can
be several percent and depends both on the design of the source output ion-optical
systems and on the particular trajectory followed by the beam in the remaining
transport elements and the accelerator itself. With one ion source lens design,
for example, the effect was never greater than 1% (except for deliberately chosen
transport parameters which led to poor transmission); with a recent lens modi-
fication, 5% effects (for deuterons) have been observed. This polarization en-
hancement can be tslceninto account with the relation PT = PS/[PS(l-a)+a], where
PT and Ps are the polarizations as measured at the target and at the source,
respectively, and ciis the accelerator transmission ratio for the unpolarized
besm component and polarized component; a can be estimated in various wsys and
need only be crudely known to achieve %1% accuracy in the derived value of PT.
Alternatively, the quenching ratio can be measured with a faradsy cup situated
as close to the target as permits accurate beam current measurements (probably
at a point just ahead of the tandem regulating slit jaws). Present data indicate
that essentially no further polarization enhancement occurs from this point on,
so that quench ratio measurements taken here would yield the true on target beam
polarization to within 1% accuracy.

Probably the largest uncertainty arises from the requirement that no condi-
tions in the source change between the filtered and quenched besm current measure-
ments. Experience has shown that the ion source stability is such that at least
0.5-1% reproducibility is obtained. The measurements are usually made under
computer control, and require about 7 sec to complete. Other conditions, which
appear to be well satisfied, for the method to be absolute are 1) the spin filter
parameters must be such that there is no overlap of states; 2) there must be no
depolarization of the atomic beam between the spin selection and ionization region;
3) there must be no depolarization of the beam by charge exchange in a poor vacuum
region (e.g., in the tandem accelerator terminal); and 4) no contaminant besm
(e.g., electrons, heavy ions) may reach the current measuring device. With re-
gard to 4), we have seen as much as 20 nA of unidentified heavy ions in a cup
close to the source. A suitable magnetic field, such as the first section of
our spin precessor, removes any such component. Finally, good current measure-
ment practices should be used. More detail on these matters is given in Ref. 1.

The direction of the spin axis at the target must slso be known accurately
for some types of experiments. .Unwanted bends of 1° or 2° can easily arise if
the beam goes through bending magnets off the midplaue or if a great deal of
steeri

Y
is used. These effects are discussed frm a formal point of view else-

where2 . Our experience shows that somewhat better than l“ ’accuracy for deu-
terons and 2° accuracy for protons can be obtained with present techniques; better
accuracy can be obtained by left-right and up-down polarization monitoring tech-
niques.
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A Rapid Method for the Measurement of Analyzing Tensors
in Reactions Induced by Polarized Deuterons*

G. P. Lawrence, Gerald G. Ohlsen, J. L. McKibben,
P. W. Keaton, Jr., and D. D. Armstrong

Los Alsmos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Los AISIUOS, New Mexico 8T544

The cross section for a reaction induced by polarized deuterons may be
written in the form

I(e,$) = Io(9){@Py>P~(@~Pxz>P:z(@Pxx-PW>[p~(e )-P&(@pzz>p;z(@},

where the quantities in brackets represent the besm polarization quantities
while P$(13),P~z(13),PA(9), PO (13),and P~z(El) represent the analyzing tensors
for the reaction. The y axis ~ along tin x kout, the z axis is along Fin, and
the x axis is chosen to make a right-handed coordinate system.

A besm produced by a polarized ion source is characterized by its vector
snd tensor polarization with respect to its quantization axis, pz and pzz, to-
gether with the polar and azimuthal angles (f3,@),which describe the orientation
of the quantization axis with respect to the x,y,z coordinate system described
above. The angle $ is defined such that scattering to the “left” if the particle
has spin “up” corresponds to $ = O, with positive @ corresponding to a rotation
of the x axis toward the y axis. With this convention, the beam polarization
quantities are

~<Py> = pz sin~cos$ <p~-l?n’ = -2 Pzz’ sin213cos2$

3<p > = -— 1
2 Pzz

sin13cos13sin$ <p>= (3COS2B-1) .
Xz 22 F Pzz

If we adopt the con~ention that “up” describes the half-plane containing the
quantization sxis (S) and the incident momentum (~in)$ then left, right, up,
and down will correspond to $ = O, 1800, 270°, and 90°, respectively. Using
the notation L, R, U, and D to denote the counts observed in the left, right,
up, and down detectors, we can form the three observable asymmetries:

2(L-R)
‘1 = L+R+U+D [

J= p pz sinf3P;1/[1+*PZZ (3cos2f3-1) P:z 1
2QH.)-=;Zz‘2 = L+R+U+D [

sinf3cosf3P~z1/[1+*PZZ (3 COS26-1) P:z

As = (L+R)-(U+D) =

1
L+R+U+D [-t Pzz

sin26 (P~-P~)
1/[ f

1 ++PZZ (3COS2G1) P:z ,

and the observable ratio

T(l)
[ 2 (1) (3COS26-1) P;zR

1/[
L (2) (3 cos2&l) P;z ,=—= l+hpzz

T(2) 1+4PZZ 1

where the superscripts 1 and 2 refer to two runs taken with different values
of the polarization pzz, and where T = L+R+U+D. The two runs in this case are
assumed to correspond to the same integrated current, target thickness, etc. If
~ = O is chosen, the four detectors may set at different angles so that P~z at
4 angles msy be obtained simultaneously.

“Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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The four quantities above suffice for the determination of all four observ-
able. In particular, if 8 is chosen equal to 54.7°, we obtain

Al = $ P~ sin~ PO
Y

A2 =
Pzz

sin13cos13P~z R=l.

That is, the ratios determine three of the four tensors in a monitor-free manner
exactly analogous to the two-detector scheme long used for accurate spin-%
analyzing power measurements. The fourth tensor is determined by choosing 6 = O,
in which case

Al = A2 =A3=0
[

1 (1) poR= l+–
1/[

L (2) po
I

1+2PZZ 22 ;2 Pzz 22

all of the dependence of the measurements on current integration and the like is
thus thrown into this term.

At Los Alsmos we have applied this technique successfully in a large number
of experiments; we use a 4-detector reaction chamber which cam be rotated azi-
muthally and set at any of the quadrant angles with O.1° accuracy by means of a
microswitch-controlled 2-speed motor. For the ratio measurements we sequentially
rotate each of the four counters into each of the four azimuthal positions and
use geometric means for L, R, U, D; that is, for example, L = (L1L2L3L4)*; where
L1 is the number of counts observed by detector 1 during the run in which it
was in the left position, and so on. We use an %80% mI = 1 beam for the ratio
measurements; that is, a besm with pz = pz

t
= w.8. occasionally we use an ~80%

mI = Obesm as a check (pz = O, pzz = ~-l. ). This ensures, for example, that
the P~z measurement is not contaminated by a P; contribution ’because of misalign-
ment and that left-right asymmetries vanish when <P > = 0, etc.

Y

For the measurement of P~z, no azimuthal rotation of the detectors is used
since there is no azimuthal cross section dependent .

1

For this rat o we use an
mI 1)= 1 followed by mI = O polarized beam, so that p z t

2) == QO.8 and p z %-1.6.

Application of this technique requires good control and knowledge of the
actual direction of the quantization axis, which calls for some care with res-
pect to the effects of bending magnets, electrostatic steerers, etc. We have
found reproducibility to one degree or better in 6; a ‘0.5-degree uncertainty
contributes an error of *0.75% in the observed asymmetry in the least favorable
case.

Due to the high rate of data acquisition it has been necessary to automate
the described measurement procedure as much as possible. me LASL tandem on-
line computer controls the reaction chsmber rotation sequence, and is inter-
faced with the polarized ion source to automatically measure beam polarization

(one measure.ment for each $ angle change); it accumulates and stores the data
at each of the designated angles, and at the end of each sequence calculates
the appropriate geometric meszm, averages beam polarization, and computes the
relevant analyzing tensors. In “fully automatic” mode the computer runs
through the entire 4-fold sequence without operator intervention (once the
appropriate gates and indices have been set). With the available beam inten-
sities and the degree of automation noted, it is usually possible to
one complete angular distribution of the four tensors (5° intervals)
24-hour period.

measure
in a

“

.
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NEUTRON POLARIZATION IN ‘THET(d,n)qHe REACTION USING A POLARIZED

INCIDENT BEAM*

Broste~G. P. Lawrence, J. L. McKibben, G. G. Ohlsen, and J. E. Simmons
Ias Alsmos Scientific Laboratory; University of California,

Los IQamos, New Mexico 87544

Measurements have been made of the”.neutron polarization from the T(d,n)%He
reaction with polarized deuterons incident. This type of polarization transfer
measurement was the first of its kind at Van de Graaff energies. The experi-
ments were made possible by the recent
Lamb-shift polarized ion source on the
erator, together with the availability
polarimeter.

The polarization of the outgoing

initial operation of a high performance
Los A1.amosFN tandem Van de Graaff accel-
of an efficient liquid helium neutron

neutrons was measured when the incident
deuteron beam was 76% in the ml = +1”state with respect to a quantization axis
perpendicular to the horizontal reaction plane. Gsmmel et”al.l have provided——
a formalism for the description of polarization ohservables in the T(d,n)4He
reaction; in their notation, the outgoing neutron polarization for the beam
used is given by

(P(e) +~P )Py(e) +$P )P&(e))
(Uy) =

(
* ~ )P&(e))l+~Py)P;(e) +4P

(1)

The qua~ti+.ies(cryj, p(e), ~(e), p~(e), P“(e) andPO (e) describing the
reaction are given @ a coorckmate system wi{h its y-as along the normal
n =*d x~ , where kd and~n are the directions of the deuteron and neutron
momenta. for the beam chosen for the experiments (P~ ‘(p#= .76.
P(e), P;(0,)~d p& (e) were measured in separate experiments.

The deuteron beam was accelerated onto a 3-cm long gas target filled
with T2 gas at 5 atm. The neutrons were collimated and had their spins
precessed f90° before scattering from a 5.9 cm x 6.1 cm cylindrical volume
of liquid helium either 99 cm or 139 cm from the target. Neutrons scattered

at angles of 117° or 1250, depending on their energy, were detected in
5.1 cm x 17.8 cm x 7.6 cm NE102 proton recoil scintillators at a distance
of 25.& cm. The measured asymmetries were corrected for the effects of
multiple scattering and finite geometry, then divided by n-helium polarization
analyzing powers calculated from the phase shifts of Hoop and Barschall

i

to determine (OY ) .

For 13= O, formula (1) simplifies to

(+ =~Py)y(o)/(l +~Pw) P&(o)) (2)
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Using independent measurements of PO , the polarization transfer coefficient

?

(C) was determined for deuteron e~rgies of 3.9, 7.0, 9.0, 11.4, 13.0, and
1 .0 MeV. The results are given in Fig. 1. Above 7.0 MeV, N(O) approaches
the value 2/3 as might be expected from a simplified strippin picture for~
the interaction. As the deuteron energy decreases, the influence of the 107
keV Jx = 3/2+ resonance, where Py(0) = -2/3, begins to be. felt, and P(C)
drops to -0.015 t 0.028 at E = ~.9 MeV. The dashed curve on Fig. 1 Indicates
the neutron polarization (u

Y

P which would be obtained for a 100% polarized
beam. Actual values of (a measured for (Py }= .76 reached a maximum of
0.565 f 0.036 for Ed = 15 fieV.

The neutron polarization was measured as a function of Elat 7.0 and 11.4
MeV incident deuteron energy. Figure 2 illustrates the results at 11.4 MeV.
Neutron polarization is reckoned positive in the direction along the deuteron
spin quantization axis. The data at 7 MeV are very similar to the 11.4 MeV
results shown. Although the quantities P(0), P0{6) and ~(e) have been deter-
mined, further measurements would be required t$ obtain &lues for N( El)and
pY (e). Nevertheless, the appearance of the very large negative pol~rization
f3~ 3m0 right leads one to believe that at this point the reaction is dominated
by a spin flip mechanism, in contrast to the almost complete non-spin flip at
zero degrees.

--:;~
o $? 4 6 10 12 ’14 16

Ed(ieV)

-0.5 –

if

-1.0
I I I I f I

60L 30L 60 R
O:AB ‘R

Figure 1 Figure 2

*work ~erfo~ed under the auspices of the U.S~ Atomic Energy Commission.

‘Associated Western Universities Fellow from University of Wyoming.
1) J. L. Gammel, P. W. Keaton, and G. G. Ohlsen, these proceedings.

2) B. Hoop and H. H. Barschall, Nucl. Phys. 83 (1966) 65.—
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PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENT S OF NEUTRON POLARIZATION FROM THE D(d,n)3He REACTION
USING A POLARIZED INCIDENT BEAM*

J. E. Simmons, W. B. Broste~ George P. Lawrence, and Gerald G. Ohlsen

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California,
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544

The D(d,n)3He reaction has long been an important neutron source. At

zero degrees (lab) the differential cross section,1) I(0) is large varying

from approximately 30 mb/sr at Ed = 1 MeV to 90 mb/sr at Ed = 10 MeV, with a

Q-value of 3.26 MeV. Much effort has been given to measurements of neutron

polarization from this reaction 2) indicates; a summary of existing measurements

that the polarization at 0 = 30° lab varies from -O.l at 2 MeV to +0.3 at 12

MeV. Recent measurements 3) on the outgoing proton polarization show increased

values at higher energies namely “ 0.5 at 12 MeV. However, the differential

cross section is sharply peaked forward which results in an unfavorable cross

section at the angles for which the neutrons have a significant polarization.

At Ed = 10 MeV, 4) for example, the cross section ratio, 1(0)/1(30), has the

value 12. Backgrounds would also be serious under such conditions. The net

result is that the d-d reaction has not been very attractive as a polarized

neutron source.

It is clearly of interest to measure the extent to which neutron polariza-

tion may be generated by tr~sfer from an incident polarized deuteron beam. A

preliminary experiment has been performed at the LOS Alamos FN tandem accelera-

tor, as a continuation of comparable measurements on the T(d,n)4He reaction. 5)

The beam was accelerated onto a 3-cm gas target with beam quantization axis

pointing in the vertical direction, here denoted as the y-direction. The

deuteron beam was N78% in the %=+1 Spin state (as measured at the source),

that is, with vector and tensor polarization given by p3 = p33 = 0.78 with

deviations of order t .01 depending on ion source conditions. Beam intensities

on target varied in the range 10-45 nA.

The y-component of outgoing neutron polarization was measured at 0° by

means of a liquid helium polarimeter, including a precession solenoid for which

5) 6)a diagram is given elsewhere. Equations relating the observable and beam

polarization read as follows:
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where (ay ) is the measured neutron polarization, e and P2(132)are the observed
4

asymmetry and the analyzing power in n- He scattering, p3 and p33 are the vector

and tensor beam polarizations, %(O) is the polarization transfer parameter and

P~(0) is a polarization efficiency tensor in the reaction.

The preliminary results show large polarization effects. Measurements

were made at 0° lab for 6 deute.ron energies in the range 4.0 to 13.5 MeV. The

raw asymmetries had values near 0.63 with statistical errors of order k .015;

little if any dependence on energy is discernible. These results may be con-

trasted with results from the T(~,~)4He reaction, 5) where a spin flip mechanism

causes (CTy) at 0° to cross zero near 3.9 MeV. It is estimated that multiple

scattering and geometry corrections of order 10% will be applicable to these

y) near 0.70.asymmetries, which would result in values of {a Auxiliary intens-

ity measurements made during the experiment gave values of POH(0) % 1/4, roughly

independent of energy. These results lead to estimates for F$(0) near .66, which

would lead to neutrons with % 90% polarization for a 100% polarized (mI = 1) be~

of deuterons. The process behaves very much as if the neutron spin was virtually

unaffected by the interaction at OO. This qualitatively is what might be expected

from a stripping process. Light as the reaction particles are, good fits to the

differential cross section have been obtained7) by an exchange stripping model.

This preliminary work demonstrates that the D(~,~)3He reaction is an

excellent source of polarized neutrons at 0° for neutron energies in the

range 7 to 16 MeV.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
~Associated Western Universities Fe~ow from university of ~OmiIlg.

1) J.E. Brolley and J.L. Fowler, Fast Neutron Physics, Vol. I, (Inter-
science Pub., N.Y., 1960) Chapter I.C.

2) H. Barschall, Proc. 2nd International Symp. on Polarization Plienomena
(BirkhatiserVerlag, 1966) p. 393.

3) L.E. Porter and W. Haeberli, Phys. Rev. 164 (I-967) 1229.
4) S.T.Thornton,Nucl.Phys.AI-36(1969)2~
5) W.B. Broste,et al. theseproceedings.
6) J.L. Gammel, P.W. Keaton, Jr., and G.G. Ohlsen, these proceedings.

——

?’) M.D. Gold&rg and J.M.LeBlanc~ phys. Rev. ~(1.960) 1992.
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Asymmetriesin Deuteron Scattering from a Polarized ~e Target*

Bob E. Watt and W. T. Leland

Los Alsmos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544
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The experiment described herein was performed on the Los Alamos tandem Van
de Graaff using a polarized 3He gas,target and an unpolarized deuteron besm.
Figure 1 shows schematically the target cell arrangement. Basically, the cell
consists of a pyrex
vessel to which
appropriate alu-
minum windows have
been attached to
permit passage of
the primary besm
and allow scat-
tered or reaction
particles to exit.
The primary deu-
teron beam is col-
limated to a di-
smeter of l/8-in.
by means of aper-
tures ahead of the
cell, passes
through entrance
and exit windows
of 0.0003-in.
aluminum, and is
stopped and moni-
tored with a deep
faradsy cup. Scat-
tered deuterons
exit through
0.0005-in. alumi-
num windows and are
detected with silicon
solid state detectors.
by slits, one near the exit window (not shown) and the other at the detector.
Polarization of the 3He was accom

?$.
ished by an optical pumping technique which

was developed by Colegrove et al. The degree of polarization was calculated
from the relation

AI
— = ~ [6-2P+3(l-P2)k] ,I

b/ \/
“DOWN’’COUNTER

Fig. 1. Polarized 3He target cell.

The angular position of the scattered deuterons is defined

where AI is the difference in amount of light absorbed by 3He metastables with and
3He metastables, P iswithout polarization, I is the amount of light absorbed by

the nuclear polarization, and k is a constant which depends on various transition
probabilities and the relative de ree of illumination of the F = 1/2 and F = 3/2
levels. Several investigators 71-5 have discussed the relation between P and the
observed optical signals. We have chosen k = 0.3 which agrees with the measurements
made by Hauer and Klinger 3)0

A typical point was obtained by positioning the up and down counters at the
appropriate angle and then making two runs with a reversal of the polarization
between runs. The scattering asymmetry was then calculated from the formula

‘s = [(1-R)/(l+R)] ~ (~+ & ) ,

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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where R ~

‘L =

‘R =
DL s

;R ~
L

‘R =

“up” detector count with left circular polarization,

“up” detector count with right circulsr polarization,

“down” detector count with left circular polarization,

“down” detector count with right circular polarization,
ie target polarization, left,

he target polarization, right.

By combining measurements where only the direction of the polarization is
changed we are able to cancel out any asymmetries that are spin independent.
Typical target polarization were in the range 0.17 to 0.20. Table 1 and 2 tabulate
our results for 9.9 MeV and 11.9 MeV deuterons, respective~~ Pos$tive asymmetry
is reported when a majority of the scattered particles have kti x kout parallel
to P. Error estimates are based entirely on counting statistics.

Table 1. Deuteron scatter- Table 2. Deuteron scatter-
ing asymmetries for 9.9 MeV. ing asymmetries for 11.9 MeV.

e
corn.
78.2

%
0.139t0.02

83.5 o.087ko.019
88.6 o.oo4fo.o15
94.1 -o.059to.o14

102 -0.121f0.014
109 -0.20910.018
115 -0.273t0.022
121 -0.242f0.022

e
cm.
78.2

83.4
89
gl+

100
102

109
115
121
127

+5
0.258to.031
0.29 to.06
o.079fo.028
o.030to.o19

-0.030+0.015
-0.u to.026
-0.159t0.022
-0.164t0.038
-o.188fo.027
-o.282to.026
-o.361to.031
-0.327+0.077
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The

Polarizationof 22-MeVNeutronsElasticallyScattered
from Liquid Tritium and Deuterium*

J. D. Sesgrave, J. C. Hopkins, E. C. Kerr, R. H. Sherm~,
A. Niiler, and R. K. Walter

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California

Los Alsmos, New Mexico 875L4

+.-.
asymmetries from T(n,n)T elastic scattering of 22.~.MeV incident neutrons

have been measured for 11 laboratory angles between 40° and 118.5°. Heretofore,

information about this interaction has been limited to one measurement 1)
at 1.1

MeV and to predictions from phase-shift analysis
2)

of the cross section data be-

low 6.o MeV. A cryogenic system provided a one-mole cylindrical sample of liquid

tritium.

The Los Alsmos vertical Van de Graaff accelerator and Mobley buncher were

used with the T(d,n) reaction at a deuteron ener~ of 6 MeV. The 22.1-MeV neutrons
3)produced at 29.8° (lab) were (+47.4 i 1.45)% polarized .

Two detectors placed at 2.5 meters from the semple were massively shielded

with copper, polyethylene, and tungsten. In addition, n-y discrimination was

employed to reduce the gsmma-rsy background. Corrections for differences in

detector efficiencies were based on measurements with the detectors interchanged.

The data were corrected for various other srtifici~ asymmetries.

The results are shown in fig. 1 and tabulated in table 1. The ~e(~,~)~e
4)

polarization data at 21,3 MeV of Tivol are sketched for comparison. Small cor-

rections were applied for multiple scattering. The solid curve is a phase shift
6)fit to the polarization data and the differential cross section .

Table 3: T(~,;)T Polarizations PO(EIO) at 22.1 MeV

021ab

m

40

%
80
85
90
95

100
105
110%
118%

f32c.m.

w

52.4
70.9
88.3
99.2

104.5
109.5
114.5
119.2
123.8
128.5
135.6

Cos0
2

corn.

0.610
0.327
0.029

-0.160
-0.250
-0.334
-0.414
-0.488
-0.557
-0.623
-0.714

E

-0.095
-0.14
-0.19
-0.22
-0.24
-0.21

0.13
0.24
0.35
0.36
0.31

p2(e2)t

-0.20
-0.30
-0.40
-0.47
-0.52
-0.45

0.27
0.59
0.82
0.83
0.69

cc

6P2

absolute

0.058
0.059
0.061
0.071
0.080
0.085
0.070
0.098
0.110
0.096
0.078

(6P2/P2)

~ercent statistics

;:2

;::
11.0
13.0
21.0
14.0
11.0

::$

-1.

+~Based on a source polarization of 0.474 t 0.015.
Also includes to.026 uncertainty in sxtificial asymmetries.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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In preparation for the tritium measurements, observations of D(~,~)D asym-

metries were made at the ssme energy. These results are consistent with the

5)
earlier work of Malanify et al. , Details of this experiment will be found in

the thesis by R. K. Walter
6)

and in two review papers by Seagrave
7,8) .

A paper

combining all LASL work on n-D and n-T cross sections snd polarization work is in

preparation.

Fig. 1. T(~,~) polari-

zations at 22.1 MeV.

Comparison is made with

the charge-conjugate re-

action studied by

Tivolh) , and with a

phase-shift fit to

both polarization and

differential cross

sectio#’7).

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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.L
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polarization in Nucleon.Deuteron Scattering at Medium Energies*

Victor Franco
Department of Physics, Brooklyn College of the City University of New York,

Brooklyn, New York 1121O**
and

Los Alsmos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Los AI.smos,New Mexico 87544

New techniques) have created the possibility of performing detailed meas-
urements on recoil deuterons in nucleon-deuteron (N-d) collisions at medium ener-
gies and at recoil angles near 90° (laboratory system). Such collisions correspond
to nucleons being scattered t rough small angles and should be well described
by the Glauber approximation ! in which single and double collisions are treated.
To describe spin-dependent properties such as polarizations, it is necessary to
use the spin-dependent N-N elastic scattering amplitudes in the calculations.
Analyses above 800 MeV suffer from the paucity of n-p data. The situation below
800 MeV is more favorable since significant n-p data exist there. Consequently
we have calculated cross sections and polarizations for p-d collisions at and
below 800 MeV.

Our calculations include single and double scattering effects. To facili-
tate obtaining a first estimate of the cross sections and polarizations, we as-
sume the deuteron to be a pure S-state. In the double scattering amplitude (only)
we neglect those terms which vanish in the forward direction and Coulomb effects
and we approximate the N-N amplitudes by Gaussian functions of momentum transfer
q (i.e., by aiexp(-biq2), where ai ~dbi are complex), or by q or q2 multiplying
such functions. Calculations in which these approximations are n t made are in
progress. YIn the present analysis we use the Dubna phase shifts3 for the N-N

‘) for the deuteron.amplitudes, and tineMoravcsik III wave function

In fig. 1 we show the angular distribution of protons for an unpolarized
incident bea. For protons polarized 100% normal to the scattering plane, the
intensities differ from that shown by t33% near 10° and by virtually O% below
1°. Near 5° du/dflexhibits a small Coulomb-nuclear destructive interference.
The effect of double scattering on do/d$2is negligible below 1°, but increases
rapidly with increasing angle above 1°. Near 10° its neglect leads to a cross
section that is more than 20% too large.

In fig. 2 we present the vector polarization <T1l/i> of the deuteron. We
show results for unpolarized protons and for protons ~olarized 100% normal to
the scattering plane. ‘IThedirection ~ denotes &x~’/lkx~’l, where k and l?’give
the directions of the incident and scattered protons, respectively. For ecm<20,
<T1l/i> < 0.025 for unpolarized protons. However, use of polarized protons could
yield vector polarizations as large as 0.07 near 1.5°.
larized protons reveals structure in <Tll> for 0m<20. g~t~~?e;e;O;s3i~~=~;-
form the envelope of theAcurves for arbitrary incident-nucleon polarizations along
a direction parallel to n. To prove this, note that f9r incident polarizations

parallel to ~, <T1l/i> is a monotonic function of ~inc”n for fixed em.+ It t~ere-
fore attains its physically allowable msximum and minimum values at Pinc=tn.
For dU/dQ the relative importance of double scattering increases with increasing
ecm9 but for <Tll/i> no such statement can be made for Elcm<lOO. For ~inc=O

*Work supported in part by the National Science Foundation, the City University
of New York Faculty Research Program, and the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
**Present address.
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Fig. 1. Angular distribution for
scattering of 800-MeV unpolarized
protons by deuterium.

Fig. 2. Angular variation of
the vector polarization of the deu-
teron in 800-MeV p-d scattering.
The angle em is the scattering
angle of the proton. The solid
curve corresponds to unpolarized
incident protons. The dashed
and dot-dash curves correspond to
incident protons fully polarized
normal to the scattering plane.
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double scattering effects change <T1l/i> by less than 0.002 f~r f3m<100, and
show no tendency to incresse with incre=ing 6m. For ~inc=tn these effects are

significant for ecmz20, producing changes in <T1l/i> that are typically NfO.02,

and showing some tendency to increse with angle for 0ak70.
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Proposalfor a Lamb-shiftPokrimeter*

J. E, Brolley, G. P. Lawrence, and Gerald G. Ohlsen

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Los Alsmos, New Mexico 87544

Spin polarization measurements on low energy charged particles have not,
in general, been technically feasible to date. In this note we suggest a novel

7
procedure w ich should prove useful for H, D, (and ) ions in the energy range
0-500 keV.l The particular applications proposed T2 for the device include the
study of spin polarization of recoil protons and deuterons near 90°, correspond-
ing to very small angle scattering of 800 MeV protons (LAMPF H- beam) from H2
and D2 jet targets presently being developed. Polarization occurring in small
angle (p,p) and (p,d) scattering is not well fitted by predictions calculated

from phase shifts. The existing data, however, are mesger since this is a reg-
ion not readily accessible by conventional techniques; using the jet targets and
the proposed polarimeter it should be possible to considerably augment small
angle polarization measurements.

The design aim for the polarimeter is to construct a device which can mea-
sure all polarization components for either protons or deuterons in the energy
range 0-500 keV, with an overall efficiency of 1%. In Fig. 1 we show a sche-
matic diagram of a device which could reasonably be expected to meet this aim.
The steps in the process would be as follows.

Scattered psrticles are first bent
by a wedge magnet; this selects the
energy of the particles to be analyzed
and thus the effective scattering angle.
A 50.3° bend rotates proton spins 90°,
which is a useful feature; no reason-
able bend angle seems better than
another in the deuteron case.

The spin measurement system is
expected to work well only in the range
500 eV to 50 keV, so the incident par-
ticles must be decelerated or accel-
erated to the desired energy; 10 keV is
the probable design figure. If the
accepted energy spread is not too great
(%1%), a crossed field device which
rotates around the besm direction would
appear very desirable in that sxbitrary
spin orientation could be provided for
ions entering the spin filter.

A large fraction of the beam
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Fig. 1. Schematic Drawing of Proposed
Polarimeter

(~10%) is converted to 2S atoms in a cesium vapor cell. The charge transfer
needs to be carried out in a “strong” msgnetic field (w200 gauss for H, and
N50G for D) in order to avoid significant depolarization. The 2S atoms now enter
a spin filter which is tuned to pass those in a pa: icular ml state and quench
the rest. For the case of protons it can be shown Y that the number of mI=+%
atoms passed is n+=(l+<uz>) where <CJz>is the polarization component along the
polarimeter (z) axis. Similwly if the device is tuned to transmit ml=~ atoms,
the number passed is n =(l-<oZ>) so that the polarization component along the

*
Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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z axis is: <a=> = (n+-n_)/(n++n-) , in exact analogy to nuclear scattering
methods (with a 100% efficient analyzing reaction). Other polarization com-

ponents in the incoming besm can be measured with the aid of the spin orien- I
tation device.

For deuterons, with the filter set to pass mI=lS o> ~d -1 atoms> respec-
tively we find: ~+=[1+3/2<Pz>+l/2<Pzz>] , no=[l-<Pzz>], and n ‘[1-3/2<Pz>+I/2cp >IY
so that Zz

<)<Pz> = 2‘+-n-
3 n++no+n ( -)

n++n _n

l+&Pzz>= - 0 . ,n++no+n

sgain in direct analogy to a nuclear analyzer with 100% vector and/br tensor
analyzing powers. Experimentally, one would cycle between the spin filter msg-
netic field values which tune for the various states. The desired quantities are
all ratios so that no absolute efficiencies are involved, although one must en-
sure that no efficiency factors change as a function of magnetic field.

For the applications discussed above, the rate of arrival of particles in
the polarimeter will probably be on the order of 10/sec or less. With 10% con-
version efficiency to 2S atoms and 25% typical pass efficiency in the spin filter
(protons), the arrival rate of the selected 2S atoms in the detection volume is
SO.25/sec. Detection of the metastable atoms must therefore employ single event
counting techniques, with particular emphasis on suppression of background events
by coincidence and pulse discrimination procedures.

The filtered 2S atoms are passed through a transverse electric field strong
enough (500 V/cm) to induce a transition to the ground state with emission of a
Lyman-a photon (1216”A). The photons are then detected in coincidence with the
associated 10 keV atoms which are incident on a particle detector downstream
from the quenching region. The Lyman-a photons can be detected with 10% effi-
ciency by existing imsge intensifier photomultiplication devices. With a suit-
able number of such instruments stacked around the quenching region, approxi-
mately half the emitted photons can be intercepted, leading to a total photon
detection efficiency of 5%, for an overall count rate of <1 count/minute. The
associated 10 keV atoms can be detected with nearly 100% efficiency, by a gas
gain proportional counter.

Pulses from the photon and atom detectors will be fed to a fast coincidence
unit (<10 nsec time resolution), with the photon pulse suitably del~ed to allow
for the finite atom transit,time. Internally generated noise events will arise
mainly from random coincidences between dark counts in the photon detectors and
non-selected 10 keV particles incident on the atom detector. With photocathode
cooling the dark rate can be reduced to <20 counts/see. Coupled with an un-
wanted atom count rate of ‘10/see, the accidental coincidence rate is ‘10-4/min.
It is clear that the pols.rimeter will be usable even if the externally induced
random coincidence rates (due to nuclear interactions in the tsrget area) me
3 or 4 ordersof magnitudehigher,particularly since a large fraction of such
events csn be eliminated by pulse-height and shape discrimination
coincidence techniques.

References

1) A process several orders of magnitude less efficient has been

and anti-

suggested by
G.-Clausnitzer and D. Fick [Nu~l. Instr. & Methods ~, 171 (1967)1.

.

.

I

2) See the extended version of this paper in LA-4465-MS.
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APPENDIX I : Applications for the Lamb-Shift Polarimeter

.

.

There is a paucity of polarization measurements for proton-proton scatter-
ing in the msll angle region

7
The smsllest angle measurements we are aware of

are at 1421 , lh72), and 3103) MeV. All three of these experiments indicate
negative polarizations. ‘Thedifficulties associated with such measurements are
attested to by the large errors indicated in fig. 1. Clearly, a different ap-.
preach, such as envisioned in this
paper, is desirable to see if it
will generate smaller errors. In
fig. 1 we note polarizations
kindly calculated by J. C. Hopkins
from the phase shifts of

4).MacGregor, Arndt, and Wright

It is, of course, desirable
to extend the small angle meas-
urements to such uantities as

YA, A’, R, andR’5 . Since the
polarized proton besm planned
for LAMPF csm be prepared with
its quantization axis in any
desired direction, it suffices
to perform an appropriate spin
rotation on the recoil particle
prior to transmitting it through
the polarimeter spin filter in
order to execute smy of these
measurements.

There do not appear to be
any existing measurements of
these quantities for small scat-
tering angles. Such measurements
would undoubtedly help to firm
up our knowledge of p-p phase
shifts. Additionally, it might
extend our picture of T in-
variance by testing the rela-
tivistic SprungG) relation

I I I

A, --- 147 MoV
0, — 312 MsV
❑ 142Mov

/

--
—

J.

1
8

Fig. 1. Plot of existing small scattering angle
P-P polarization data. The solid and dashed
iines are calculated values.

A+R ‘
t~e = —

A’-R

where (3is the laboratory scattering angle.

Polarization measurements on the recoil deuteron associate with 800 MeV
small angle (p,d) scattering are nonexistent, However, Franco 77 has shown that
Glauber theory predicts quite appreciable polarizations even at very small sngles.
His results are shown in fig. 2. For a plot of cross sections the reader is
referred to the paper by Franco 7) in this report.

Glauber theory connects our knowledge of both bound and unbound states of the
nucleon-nucleon system, and for this as well as other reasons it is desirable to

17-3



to exsmine all aspects of it.
Clearly, the LAMPF polarized beam
and deuterium jet-target could be
employed in conjunction with the
proposed polarimeter to approach
the deuteron polarization measure-
ments in

The
nucleons
fashion.

the small angle region.

bound state of the two
can be studied in another
Photodisintegration of

the deuteron near threshold produces
protons of low energy and appre-
ciable polarization. Earle Lemon
has kindly calculated the results

shown in fig. 3 from the Lomon-
Partovi theory. The polarization
of the few hundred kilovolt pro-
tons is quite appreciable. Ex-
perimental measurements would
be highly desirable, and could
readily be obtained by utilizing
the deuterium jet target, the
polsrimeter, and the LAMPF elec-
tron prototype accelerator (or
its next generation) to provide
the bremmstrahlung photons.

( I I I I I I I I

PiOTOJ’SCAT4TERlN%AN;LE, DZGRE& C,M!
10

Fig. 2. Vector polarization calculated
from Glauber theory. The points are
calculated values; the lines are visual .

guides only.

iivho I I I I I I I I

&TOfANGl!! lN’’&l&3, i...
160 100

Fig. 3. Polarization and cross section of
the proton from d(y,p)n for 2.75i’-MeV
photons.
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APPENDIX II: Polarimeter Spin Analysis Formalism

In this appendix we demonstrate the
polarimeter spin filter and polarization

1. Spin 1/2 Casee When the spin filter

parsllel between the function of the
analysis by nuclear scattering.

is turned to pass ml = +1/2 hydrogen

atoms , atoms with mI = -1/2 are rejected. This
fer matrix has the form

the initial and final spinors, respectively, in
along the spin filter solenoidal msgnetic field

matrix representation, the most general initial

smounts to saying that the trans-

are

a representation with the z sxis
direction. If we use a density
density matrix is

.

P1 = fil+<ux>ux+<oy>ay+<az>oz) .

The trace of the final.density matrix is

= Trp
f

‘+ = TrMplM+ = ~l+<az>) ,

where M = (
Cio
o O). Similarly, if the device is tuned to transmit ml = -1/2 atoms,

we obtain M = (~ ~) andn_ = Trpf = ~l-<az>), so that the polarization component

along the z sxis is <az> = (n+-n_)/(n++n_), in exact anslogy to nuclear scatter-

ing using a hypothetical 100% efficient analyzing reaction.

2. Spin-1 Case. For deuterons the transfer matrices for ml = 1, 0, and -1 tuning
of the spin filter are

.r~!;) Mo=(! ;’;) M-fi~!;) o

The most general initial density matrix for spin-1 particles is

P1 = $l+px’px+py’l?y+pz>p Z+$pxz’pxz+pyz’py z+$pw’pw

&p >p &p >p &p >p ] .
3 xx XX3 yy yy3 Zz Zz

For ml = 1, 0, and -1 spin filter tuning, respectively, we find

n+ =$l~p ,~p z p Pzz>), no = $l-<PZZ>),

<Pz> =$(n+-n_)/(n++no+n_)l, l~zz> =

a direct analogy with a nuclear analyzer
power.

n_ ‘$l-~pzz>~pzz>), so that

(n++n_-no)/(n++no+n ), and againwe have

having 100% vector and/or tensor analyzing
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TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD FOR CALCULATING SPIN ABERRATIONS

IN THE TRANSPORT OF POLARIZED BEAMS;*

by

Ralph R. Stevens, Jr. and Gerald G. Ohlsen

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
University of California

Los Alamos, New Mexico

Transfer matrix methods have long been a useful tool for the design and evalu-

ation of beam transport systems. When the beams are polarized, the effect of the

transport elements on the spin axis is also of interest. We here generalize the usual

beam transport matrix calculations so as to determine the spin axis orientation in a

beam transport system. This development was motivated by experimental observations

with the LASL polarized ion source on the tandem Van de Graaff instal lation where it

has been found that “spin aberrations “ induced by the transport system can be as large

as several degrees with improper adjustment of the various transport elements.

In this treatment, we follow closely Penner’s (1) development of first-order beam

transport matrices for determining particle trajectories. We assume a coordinate system

with the z-axis taken along the beam line, the y-axis vertical, and the x-axis taken to

make a right-handed coordinate system. The beam line is a straight line in focusing

and drift elements and a circular arc of radius p in a bending element. The effect

of the beam transport elements is characterized by operators which rotate the spin

axis, $o, toaneworientati on$.

‘s x’

s
Y

s
z

< J

In the Cartesian representation, we have:

al

a2

a3

a12 a13

a22 a23

a32 a33
)

Sx >

0
s

Y.

s
z

o

The rotations induced by these transport elements are determined by the equation of

motion for the spin vector ? in a magnetic field ~:

where g is the gyrcmagnetic ratio and m is the proton mass. The matrix elements
P

for several beam transport elements of interest are presented in Table 1.

In order to use this formalism one must first carry out the usual beam trans-

port calculations to determine the coordinates and slopes at the entrance and exit

of each transport element for the particle trajectories of interest. With this

information, one can then determine the rotation of the spin axis for these trajectories

with the transfer matrices described above. Using this procedure, it has been found

that one of the more important sources of spin aberrations is associated with polarized

particles entering and leaving a bending magnet off the median plane.
(2)

This same

*Work supported by the U. S. Atcmic Energy Commission.
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Transfer Matrix Method for Calculating Spin
Aberrations in the Transport of Polarized Beams (cont. )

type of transfer matrix calculation can also be used to determine spin aberrations

in the transport of polarized neutron beams.

In conclusion, we find that suitable care is required with the alignment and

steering in a beam transport system to obtain undistorted transport of polarized beams. -

TABLE 1: POLARIZATION TRANSPORT MATRICES

Beam Transport Element

Inclined Magnet Pole
Face (entry angle 6,)

Inclined Magnet Pole

Face (exit angle 62)

Horizontal Bending

Magnet (bend angle a)

Quadruple Lens (fo-
cusing in x-plane)

Quadruple Lens (fo-

cusing in y-plane)

Drift

all a22——

11

11

Cos 6 1
Y

11

11

11

~ a12 a13

1 [1-Y##+&o
‘P

1 [1?:g+o
P

Cos 6 0 sin d
Y Y

1 0 Ac

1 0 ‘d

1 0 0

a23

[1‘tan 6, ; Zmp
CJl_

P

[1‘tan B2 T.+
P

P

o

‘d

Ac

o
- - - - - - -- - - -- -- --

t element.

element.

In the con-
e lens.

()e-e = angular divergence imparted in the
‘d diverging plane of a quadruple lens.

The upper sign is for a positive beam while the lcwer sign is for a negative beam.

For a horizontal bending magnet, a positive bend angle a is assumed to be in the

sense that rotates the z-axis into the x-axis. The off-diagonal elements not listed

may be found from the relation a
ij = ‘aji”

(1) S. Penner, Review of Scientific Instruments, 32(1961)150.

(2) Additional detai 1s are presented in LA-4465-MS.
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APPENDIX 1: BENDING MAGNETS

.

.

Consider entering a horizontal bending magnet perpendicular to the pole

face but off the midplane a distance Y. in the fringe field region there will

be Y and Z components of magnetic field. Using Maxwell’s equations, we can

relate these components:

8BZ 3BY

%-=r’

so that, defining aBy/az = B’(Z) (an easily measured quantity for any magnet),

we can write, to first order,

‘z
= B’(Z)Y.

Now, assume that the pole edge is rotated by an angle $, such as to effect

vertical focusing. Looking frcrn the top view, we can resolve B= into components:

Bx= B’(Z)Y sin 13,

B== B’(Z)Y COS ,6,.

Putting Y = y and z = Z cos 13,,we

I
I
I
I

have

Bx = B’(z cos f31)y sin .6,

B= = B’(z COS S,)y COS ~,.

NW the net angle of bend of the beam induced by the x component is given by

Af3x =
I

&Bx(S)dS.
z

where the integration extends over the entrance fringe field region.
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Appendix I (cont. )

MV
Nw, we define P = --#

A8X = ~
f

Bx(S)dS = &
!

B’(z cos fl, )y sin 6, dz

y tan B,
=

P“

which is the usual vertical focusing expression obtained for a rotated pole

edge. For spin precession, the angle is given by the same calculation except

e/m is replaced by g(e/2mp) so that

the proper sense of the rotat on can be deduced by recogn zing that spins are

precessed the same way as positively charged beams for all of the particles of

interest to us, e.g., H, D, and T.

The 6= field ccmponent has no first-order effect on the orbit but does

have a first order effect on the spin direction. We obtain

bzl=fg(&)B’(2 Cos 6,)Y Cos 6, d=
P

()
Q!_ J.y.

= 2m
P’

where aga

The sense

n the integration e“xtends over the entrance fringe field region.

of the spin precession angle 6= will also depend on the sense of the

bend angle, since the sign of Bz changes as the sense of the bend angle reverses.

For typical bending magnets

imal ‘3)

,, we may regard these rotations as infinites-

so that the rotations together produce the transfer matrix U (f3,):

(3) This condition will be met as long as the focal length of the rotated

pole face is large compared to the beam size since the angular convergence

imparted to the beam and hence the spin precession induced by the rotated

pole .face will then be small.

.

.

.
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Appendix I (cont. )

(
10

01

u(q) =

160
z

-6= 1 0

001

. Q4Jo a
+ 2mp p

——
Ial

,@_yo a.——
- 2mp p Ial

1

In the centra’

induced by the main

o

Idzo

-6= 1 ax

o -6X 1

0

1

region of the bending magnet, we consider the precession

vertical field; we must nm relate the precessed spin

direction to the new transformed coordinate system at the exit of the magnet.

The angle of bend for a given trajectory is [a+ (,-O.)] where a is the main

bend angle and where 80 and 8 and the entrance and exit slopes defined by

‘1) (In this definition, El.Penner. = o = O for normal entry and exit if

81=62=
[ ~o-oo)]dependingO.) The spin is precessed by an amount * ## a +

on whether the beam is positive or negative respectively. The sign of the

precession angle reverses as the sign of the beam reverses since the direction

of the main magnetic field must reverse to keep the same sense for the main

bending angle. Thus, the precession of the spin axis relative to the new

transformed exit coordinate system is:

Note, a bend angle in the sense that the z-axis rotates towards the

x-axis is considered a positive bend regardless of whether the beam is negative

or positive. For a positive beam, the spin precesses in the same direction as

the trajectory is bent , while for a negative beam the spin precesses in the

opposite sense to which the trajectory is bent.

The operator corresponding to this bend is given by:
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18-6

I
Cos 6 0

Y
sin 6

Y

u(a)= o 1 0

-sin d o Cos d
Y Y

For the exit pole face with a pole face rotation B2, we have a similar

expression as that at the entrance pole face except for a reversal of sign

‘n ‘he a12
element, due to the fact that theBz field reverses sign in the

exit fringe field. Thus :

[1
-Ytani32k$

P
P

1 I
where y is ncw the distance from the midplane at the exit face of the bending

magnet.

Then, the overall transfer matrix, U, for this case is:

u = u(P2)u(ci)u(f3,).

As an example, consider the transport of a polarized ~- beam through a

58° horizontal inflection magnet having a rotated entrance pole face of 32°.

H- ~
p= 19.5”

‘/ @58°--

~,= 32°

=2+=-
580 HORIZONTAL BENDING MAGNET

.

.
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Appendix I (cont. )

The spin vector precesses in the opposite direction to the angle of bend

(since the beam is negative) so that as the beam is bent +58”(ccw), the spin

component in the x-z plane
0

?0 precesses $ (-58°) = -162°(CW)to <o’thus giving

a total angle of spin precession in the new coordinate system at the exit of

the magnet of -220° as indicated belw.

,x

x’

To calculate the total spin precession, we have:

(1) Entrance face:

Thus

U03,)=

6X=> (tan 61 ~~= 0.089% where y. is in inches

()
6z=g~= o.143yo.

160
z

-6X 1 6X

(o -6X 1

(2) Main bending field:

I
1 . 143yo o

= -.143yo 1 .089Y
o

0 -.089yo 1

()
Cos 6 = -.767

6 ~ -1-+ = -220” Y=
Y sin d = +.643

Y

[ I
Cos 6 0 sin 6

Y Y

U(6) = o 1 0 =

.
- “n 6y

o
Cos &y

-.767 0 .643’

0 10

-.643 0 -.767
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Appendix I (cont. )

Exi t face:

6= = y (g/2)
P

To determine y at the exit face requires cons ideration”of the particular

trajectories involved. We assume nw that yo’ =
()

* is zero.
dz (entrance face)

Y.
Then y = y. + (yo’ - AI$)PCYwhere M = ~ tan B]

= Y. - Y. ~ tan 61 + Yo’P~

Thus, for these trajectories (yo’ = O), we have

Then

u(Ei2=o) =

L

= ~ (2.79)

ry=y 1 - a tan 6,
1
= o.37yo.

o

62

1 -dz o

!rszlo=

o 01

Thus, U = U(B2=O) u(a)m,)

= o.053yo

1 - .053y
o 0’

.053yo 1 0 .

0 0 1,

Thus if S
Y.

= o initially, we have

sx=- .220yo a-12.6yo degrees rotation (YO in inches)

S1 =
Y

sz=- .0235yo =-1 .35yo degrees rotation (YO in inches) .

.

.

.

Assuming a beam displacement of 0.1” from the median plane, we find

a 1.3° rotation is imparted to the spin vector as the beam traverses the

bending magnet. This rotation constitutes a “spin aberration” and it is



Appendix I (cont. )

therefore important to insure that polarized beams traverse a bending magnet

near the median plane to preclude this effect.

.

.
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APPENDIX 11: QUADRUPLE LENSES

To first order, the fields in a magnetic quadruple lens are given by

B .> .x=G)(
Y

aBx aB
Y

‘X=F “
y:

-%7
y=Gy

v ty

QUADRUPLE

so that the equations of motion are

ti= -eV B
z Y’

my = eV B

()

z x’
or using % = VZ2 dx/dz

2
= VZ2X’,

LENS COORDINATE SYSTEM

2
x“ + k X = O

where Bp is the magnetic rigidity of the particle and where we assume that

G = ~By/ax is positive; i.e., focusing occurs in the x plane. Similarly, in

the defocusing plane,

Y“ - k2y = O.

For electrostatic quadruple lenses, the equations of motion are the same except

the parameter k2 is given by

k2=~
~R2 ‘

where 2R is the diameter of the quadruple, V the voltage applied to an element,

and c is the bean energy.

In the central region of a quadruple lens, there is no axial component of

magnetic field so spin precession are directly related to either the focusing

or defocusing angular deflections of the particle trajectory in the lens. Solution

of the trajectory equations gives:

.

.

.

po]c=-( k ‘in ‘L)‘o -(1- Cos+’0
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.

i n the

to the

converging plane where (3 is the slope of the trajectory at the entrance
o

lens and 6 is the slope at the exit.

ysis givesIf the lens is defocusing in the x - z plane, a similar ana

[, - ,O]d = (k sinh k,)xo - (I - cosh k,)eo

for the diverging case. The same trajectory equations hold in the y - z plane.

In both the focusing and defocusing cases, it follows from the equation

of motion of the spin vector that the angle of precession imparted to the spin

vector by a quadruple lens is given by:

Top Sign: Positive Beam

Bottom Sign: Negative Beam

where the value of
(’ - ‘o)

for a given trajectory can be calculated by the

appropriate expressions given above or can be determined from other transport

calculations .

In the fringe field of a quadruple lens, there are first order transverse

components of magnetic field, which are taken into account in the effective

length of the central reg’

by:

on, and second order axial components which are g ven

7
a’-B

()
Bz=xy~=xy~ .

ayaz

The axial components of magnetic field will result in spin precession of the

transverse components of the spin vector and may be significant in some cases.

Using the equation of motion for the spin vector, we have:

.

1ASx=& ‘
()/

SyBzdt = ## & S Xy ~ dz

P Pzy

(–) /

.$ e
~ dz

MVZ ‘y ‘Oyo az
P

‘[$W$JOYO]SY

= 61sy

and AS = -~ S
Y lx
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where
()

6, =*X0% ~ ‘
(–)

@lxy G
2m ,0 0 Bp

P z P

.**

P

Thus , at the entrance

A simi

‘sx

s
Y

s=
\

to a quadruple lens, we have:

H
1.

% 0
= -+, 1 0

001

ar matrix holds at the exit where

s
\

x
o

s
Y.

s=
o,

6, is replaced by

-62 = - ~ k2xy .
2m

The spin rotation matrix for the entire quadruple lens is:
. . . P

61
k2xoyo

.Me. note that ~-0., .. .

()

is approximately * which bas
o

c
p k2Lxo

. . ! , . . .

ratioof the beam size to the effective length of the lens. Th US ,

of the quadruple fringing fields is significant only for quadrupo

tally is the

. . . .,

the effect

e lenses

where the beam size is large and the effective length of the lens is small, i.e.,

for large bore short lenses. In first order calculations we may, therefore,

neglect the axial fringe fields as long as the beam size is small compared to

.

.

the effective length of the lens.

For electrostatic quadruple lenses, there is, of course, no precession

of the spin axis relative to the beam line.

.

.
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X111: SOLENO DS

.

.

Consider a charged particle which enters
,- .

a solenoid at a radial position

r =
d

x o’ + YOL “ Assume the beam is positive and that the solenoidal field is

parallel to the z axis of the beam line. Upon entering the fringe field on the

solenoid, the particle experiences both radial and axial components of magnetic

field. We assume here that the axial components are taken into account in the

effective length of the solenoid and that only radial components operate at the

entrance and exit of the field region. As a result of this radial magnetic

field, a charged particle acquires a “transverse” velocity V@:

Y

d

v+ p- ‘0

‘e
x Xo

where B is the strength of the main field in the solenoid. In terms of the

x and y canponents,
e By

Vx=r+
e Bxo

v =
Y -XT”

The sp

the velocity

n vector~ is precessed through an ang e $ times as much as
() P

vector. Now the rotations imparted to the velocity vector are

Vx/Vz and Vy/Vz where V= is the axial velocity of the particles. Thus, at

the entrance to the solenoid, the spin precession imparted to the. spin vector

$ are:

6X (a23 element)
=:; ;Y

o Pz

~z (al~ element) =
;: :x ,

0 Pz
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To write these precession in a more convenient form, we define p= as
,.

the z displacement during which one complete cyclotron orbit of the transverse

ve loci ty components occurs:

MVZ

Pz=~.

v V@ sin 6 eB rosin EI y v x
Then $= v

‘~ 2 ‘~
and $= - — , so that:

z z
2;=

z

Since these rotat

6X =
o

6=
Y.

ons are sma 1, we may consider the total rotation

matrix to be the product of a rotation about the x and then the y axis.

Nw, consider the effect of the main solenoidal field. We consider first

()
the orbit of a particle that enters at Xo,y and will restrict our consideration

o

here to particles which have only an axial velocity. The orbit of such particles

is a helix which when projected onto the x -
/

y plane is a circle of radius p = ‘o 2

which passes through the origin:

.

.

.

.



. Y
where 00 = arc tan $

0

and z = Vzt.

The spin vector ~ is precessed through an angle ## times the amount the

P
projection of the orbit of the x - y plane is rotated.

Th US :

6= =
C&t

2mp ~

where L is the effective length of the solenoid. More detailed orbit calculations

are required for other trajectories and may be carried out by transport codes such

as TRANSPORT, but the spin precession imparted is still the same. The rotation

matrix for precession is therefore:

[

Cos 6= sin ~ o’
z

.U(l) = -sin dz Cos Csz o

0 01

Finally, we consider the effect of the fringing fie

This field is of the same form as the entrance fringing f

reversal of sign due to the reversal of the radial magnet

~x(a23 component) = + *$
Pz

gM Y_
dx(a,3 component) = - Zm Zp

Pz

d at the solenoid exit.

eld except for a

c field. Thus :

where x and y are the transverse coordinates of the trajectory being considered

at the exit of the solenoid.



Overall, the transfer matrix is given by:
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10

01

-6 -%x
Y

6
Y

fsx

1

Cos 6
z

-sin IS
z

o

sin 8 6
z.

Cos 6 0
z

01

1 .0

0 1

-6 (sX
Y. o

6
Y.

6X
o

1

[

Cos 6 6
z

Cos 62+6X
Y.

sin 6=+6
o Y

= -sin ~ “ -6
z

sin dz+ti’ Cds 62+6
Y. x x

o

-8Y cos 6Z+6X sin t$z-ti -tiy sin 6=-6X cos 6X-6 “1
Y. x

o

sin d ,
z

Cos 6
z

Note that this matrix depends on whether the beam is positive or negative only

through the orbit equations which connect Xo,yo to X,Y.

TABLE I
(continued)

Element
all

Solenoid Entrance 1

a22

1

Solenoid Main Cos 62 Cos 62

Field (~ll~z)
. .

Solenoid Exit 1 1

1

1

a12

o

sin 62

0

a13

6
Y.

o

6’
Y

a23

15x
o

0

(sX

.

where d = -
;; >

x
o Pz

6
=9M ‘O

Y. 2mp 2pz
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The Absolute Polarization Determination of Mass-3 Nuclei*

P. W. Keaton, Jr. , D. D. Armstrong, and L. R. Veeser

Los Alsmos Scientific Laboratory, University of California

Los Alsmos, New

The polarizations of tritons
1) ~d

from 4He at several energies and angles

Mexico 87544

3
He nuclei2) elastically scattered

have been measured using double-

scattering techniques. Absolute polarization values are deduced from the

measurements of three asymmetries at appropriate energies and angles.

Nuclei scattered from the primary target are focused 2 m away onto the

secondary target with a three-element magnetic quadruple lens system. The

lens system and secondary chamber can be rotated to positive or negative

primary angles so that dependence on detector efficiencies can be eliminated.

Nuclei scattered from the secondary target are.detected by E-AE silicon-

detector pairs and particle identified with an on-line computer code .3)

Typical target thicknesses were 200 keV for tritons and 800 keV for 3He.

Angular spreads were kl.5° , and primary and secondary besm currents were

about 1 VA and 1 pA, respectively.

Absolute values (but not signs) for polarizations can be obtained by

measuring left-right asymmetries, A. in a set of three double-scattering
lj ‘

experiments such that only three different polarizations (assuming time re-

versal invariance) are involved:

A
12

= P(01,El)P(E12,E2)

’23
= P(02,E2)P((33,E3)

’13
= P(91,E1)P(93,E3) ,

where 9. and Ei (i = 1,2,3) sre scattering angles and energies, respectively.1
An aluminum foil was inserted between the first and second scattering to

slow the nuclei to the correct energy so that A13 could be measured. The
4)

signs of the polarization values were determined by phase shift analyses .

The results of these measurements are given in Table 1. The energy

and angular spreads are presented here so that the values in Table 1 can

be used as standards by other groups until more

tions are made. (See also Ref. 5.)

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S.
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Table 1: Absolute Polarization Values

Reaction

4
He(t,;)4He

!1

1!

II

1!

11

II

%e( 4He ,%e) 4He

4He(%e,%e)4He

11

Incident
Energy (MeV)

12.25

12.25

10.28

9.5

7.2

6.6

6.0

13.0

13.0

8.3

Scattering
AnRle

lab

23°

16.5°

30°

30°

30°

300

30°

19°

23°

23°

cm

40.1°

28.9°

52.10

52.1°

52.1°

52.1°

52.1°

142°

40.1°

40.1°

Designation

‘1
p!
1

P2(69)

P2(68)

‘3A
‘3B
P3(68)

‘1

‘2

‘3

Polarization

0.923+0.027

0.825f0.042

o.406t0.013

o.370to.016

-0.T24*0.027

-0.615*0.029

-o.378t0.020

-o.606fo.033

o.639fo.035

-0.604*0.033

.

.
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Formalism for A(~,;)B or A(~,~)B Polarization Transfer Reactions*

.

.

.

.

J. L. Gsmmel, P. W. Keaton, Jr. , and Gerald G. Ohlsen

Los Alsmos Scientific Laboratory, University of California

Los Alamos, New Mexico 8’7544

If one assumes the conservation of parity, the formal expressi~n+for the
cr ss section and nucleon polarization for reactions of the form A(d,n)B or
zA( ,~)B may be written in terms of the Goldfarb cartesian spin-1 operators)

for the deuteron and in terms of the Pauli operators for the nucleon as follows:

1(0,+) = Io(e)[l+~py>p~+xz>p;z+p=-pm>(p:-p:)+pzz>p;zl
x’ 2

<IJx,>I(O$)
x’ 2 x’

= Io(e)[~Px>P~’~Pz>P -P >P +-CP >P ]
‘z 3 xy~3 yz yz—

<UY,>I(O,$) = Io(r3)[Py&P >Py’&P
02 y y 3 xz’p::+p=-pw’(p:-~)+pzz’z: 1—

<UZ,>I(Q$) = Io((3)[~Px>P;’~Pz>P~
‘&p, >Pz’+<p z’

3 q Xy 3 Yz>&
1. (1)

I (e) is the cross section for an unpolarized besm at the scattering angle 0.
T!?equantities in brackets represent the be% polarization r~ferre~ to a right-
handed (xyz) coordinate system with z along kin and y along kin X kout, while the
remaining parameters are polarization transfer coefficients. The symbol zero is
used in cases where nothing about the polarization is measured, so that PO is the
ordinary vector analyzing power and P~’is the nucleon polarization produc%d by
an unpolarized deuteron besm. From the present point of view, the analyzing ten-
sors are special cases of polarization transfer coefficients. The nucleon po-
lariza~ion i~ referred to a right-handed (x’y!z!) coordinate system where y’ is
along kin X kout. The z’ axis msy be chosen arbitrarily, but is usually most
conveniently taken to be the outgoing laboratory nucleon direction. (If z’ is
the outgoing cm. nucleon direction, the coeffi ients are simply related to

7parameters which describe the inverse reaction2 .)

A besm produced by a polarized ion source may be characterized by a vec~or
polarization pz and a tenso~ polarization pzz in a coordinate system with z axis
along a quantization axis, S, together with two angles which speci~ the quanti-
zation axis orientation with respect to the r$action initial (xyz) coordinate
system. -In ~erms of the angle between ~ and ki

Y
(whichwe call 6) and the angle

between S x kin and the x axis (which we call @ , the bea polarization qusn-—.-
tities in the xyz coordinate system are

3<p>=
x

-pz sini3sin4 <PW> = -~pZz sin26sin@cos$ ~PH–PW> = -$ Pzz sin2f3cos2@

3<Py> = pz sin@cos@ <Pxz> = -~pzz sin@cosf3sin@

<Pz> = pz Cos$ <p>= 3
yz 5 Pzz sin13cos13cos$

If we define “up” scattering to be in the half-plans
left scattering to be in the half plane defined by S
right, up, and down directions correspond to the use
90°, respectively, in Eq. (2).

1
<P>= ~ pzz (3cos2&l)22

(2)

de;ined by+~ and gin, and
x kin and kin, then left,
Of$=oo, 180°, 270°, and

*Work performed under the auspices of the lJ.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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For clarity, we write a typical observable, Px~, in terms of the scatter-
ing matrix, M:

Px’ = (Tr~WMtax, )/(TrMMt) .
XY .!.

The cross section is given in terms of M by 1.(9) = (Tr~-’-3(2sA+l)l*.* The subscript
always refers to the initial deuteron polarization, and the superscript to the
fined.nucleon polarization.

The beam polarization quantities and polarization transfer coefficients
vary between +1 and -1 (vector-type quantities), +1 and -2 (P=, P~, or pzz
type quantities) or +3/2 and -3/2 (PW, PXZ, PYZ or U2(PXX-PY-Y) type w~tities)o

Each of the coefficients defined is either an even function or an odd function
of (3; the odd functions are underlined in Eq. (l). It is quite possible to
separately measure all of the defined quantities at each scattering angle.

Finally, we rewrite Eq. (1) in terms of the spherical tensor spin-1 opera-
tors for the incident deuteron:

1(0,+) = Io(e)[l+2Im<T1l>ImT~l+<T2O>T~O+2Re<T21>ReT~l+2Re<T22>ReT~2]

x’ x’
<Ox!>I(e,@) = Io(e)[<TlO>T1O+2Re<Tll>Re&l~+2Im<T2l>ImT2l+2Im<T22>ImT~~]

cuy,>I(e,$) = Io(f3)[&21m<Tll >Im~~+<T20>T~~+2Re<T21> Re~~+2Re’T22>Re~~l

<OZ,>I(Q$) = Io(e)[<T1O>T~~+2Re<T11>ReT~+2Im<T21>ImT~~+2Im<T22>ImT~~] “ (3)

The functions which are odd in Elare again underlined. The beam quantities are
expressed in terms of the initial besm vector polarization (tlO), tensor polari-
zation (t20), and the angles, B and +, as follows:

rIm<T22> = - ~ sin2f3sin2@ t20

ImcT -J sinf3cos$tlo
11> = G ‘e<T21> = r

~ sin6cos6sin$ t20

I
-Z

‘%0> = Cose ’10 ‘<T21> =
- ~ sinPcos13cos@ t20

‘e<T22> = r
- ~ sin2@cos2@ t20

‘T20> =
; (3COS26-1) t20 . (4)

These matters are treated at greater length in Ref. 3.
*S A is the arbitrary spin for target A.
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Formalism for A(~,~)A and A(~,~)A Polarization Transfer

Gerald G. Ohlsen and P. W. Keaton, Jr.

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California

Los Alamos , New Mexico 8’7544

The formalism presented here is valid for the reaction A + ~+~ + D, where
B is any polarized spin-one (one-half) particle (photons excluded) in the en-
trance channel and C is any polarized spin-one (one-half) particle in the exit
channel, and where A and D have arbitrary spins. Thus we treat not only elastic
and ~nelastic deuteron m+d+proton scattering, but also such reactions as
llB(d,p)12fi so

%
and 7Li(p,n)7Be. However, for simplicity we will refer to these

cases herea er ~ “deuteron” (“proton”) scattering. The structure of the ex-
pressions which appear here is the most general allowed by the assumption that
parity is conserved.

The form of the observable for deuter n scattering is given in table 1
in terms of the Goldfarb tensor operators 7 for spin one. l.(0) is the cross
section for an unpolarized incident deuteron beam at the s~attering.angle 0.
Initial spin-one polarization of the beam is designated <Pi> and <P~L> and final
spin-one polarization is designated <Pi> and <P~k>. The polarization transfer

coefficients are written, for exsmple, Py&z’ S Py’z’(e), and are the quantities
which are to be measured. We use the coordinate%ystems described in an accom-
panying paper. 2, The Goldfarb operators are overcomplete; the operator relation
P=+P +Pzz = O can be used to rewrite the terms involving these tensors in “
vario?% wsys (as done, for instance, in ref. 2)

Table 1

1(6,$) = Io[l&P1>PO&Pi >p” -#<pi >p” &.<pi >p” &pi >p” ]
2 y~3 Xz Xz 3 xx XX3 yy yy3 Zz Zz

r
~<pf 3 i x’&pi>px’+2<pi x’2i>1 = Io[=<px>p
2 x’ “1x 2 z z 7 xy>~~<pyz>pyz

r
&p f
2 y“= = r_

Io[ %y’&<pi>py’&<pi >p~~&p~>py’~<pi >py’#<pi >@’]
20 2 yy 3 Xz ~3~~3z!zz

r
3 i z’~<pi>pz’><pi z’2i z’~<pf >1 = Io[~<P >P

2 z’ xx_ 2 z z 3 XY>pxy?<pyz>% 1

r

g<pf >1 = ro[~pi>px’y’+~<pi>px’y’+?<pi >px’y’&<pi >px’y’]
3 X’y’ xx 2ZZ 3xyxy 3 yz yz

J_2f r~<Px,z,>I = l.[ ~’z’+&Pj>P~’z’+&P~z>p~~z ‘&<pi >px’z’~<pi >px’z’~<pi >Px’z’]
3XXXX 3 yym 3 Zz Zz

rg<pf
3 y’z’

>1 = Io[~pi>py’z’~p~>p~’ “+~<pi >py’z’+~<pi >py’zf]
xx 3 Xy Xy 3 yz yz

Q<pf
‘I = l.[

+

y’y’~<~>Fy’y’+Z<pi >py’y’~p~>py: ‘+*Pi&P& ‘+$P;z’P;j ‘1
~ Y’Y’ 3°

2y y 3 Xz Xz

Q<p f

P

z’z’~<pi>pz ’z’g<pi >pz’z’Q<pi
~ Z’Z”l = Io[

Z’Z’ 1 i ‘li
2 yy 3 Xz Xz

Z’z +—<p >pz’z’]

3°
3 ~>p= ~<pn>pn 3 Zz Zz

*work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy CO~issiOn.
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The form of the observable for proton scattering is given in table 2. We

use the Pauli spin-1/2 operators, IS., o.., and a . The notation is anslob70us to
that which was used for spin-one inxtab~e 1. T~e polarization tran~fer

) with a~’(e) =p2, a~ (})are the same as those defined by Wolfenstein3

a;’(e) = R, u~’(13)=A, a~’(f3)= R’, o:’(e) = A’, and are included here

pleteness.

Table 2

<(y
f ,>1 =
Y

Io[a~’( El)+<a~>a~’(e)]

<a ~ (e)+<u:>u:’(c)l;,>1 = Io[<a:>ax’

<0f >1
z’

= Io[<u~>a~’((3)+ca~>a~’(0)]

coefficients
= D,

for com-

.

Finslly, following the line of argument by Csonka et al.4), we define the
number of times x, y , and z appears in a polarization trsnsfer coefficient as

Nxs NV> and Nz, respectively. We can then classifjrthe coefficients in two use-
ful ways. First, those which have NX+NY
terms are underlined in tables 1 and 2.
in 13. Second, if z’ is chosen along the
tion transfer coefficients which have Nx
if one assumes time reversal invariance.

odd are odd functions of 6. All such
All other transfer coefficients are even
outgoing cm. direction, those polariza-
odd reverse sign for the inverse reaction
This leads to, for example,

where the bars denote observable in the inverse reaction. For the case of proton
elastic scattering we arrive at, for example,

u~’(r3)= -a~’(13),

which in the p-p scattering case is the well-known relation R’ = -A. It should
be emphasized that although the formalism of tables 1 and 2 are vslid for any
choice of the z’ axis, statements regarding time reversal “invariance hold only
for particular coordinate system choices (one of which is cited above)5).

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

.
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Quadratic Relations Between the T(~,~)4He Observable*

.

.

Gerald G. Ohlsen, J. L. Gammel, and P. W. Keaton, Jr.

Los Alsmos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544

There are altogether 18 observable which msy be measured for the T(~,~)4He

polarization transfer reaction, in the case of an unpolarized tritium target,

at each energy and angle (if one assumes conservation of parity). These are the

differential cross section 10(13), four analyzing tensors P~(13), p~z(e),

%[p~(e)-pfi(e)], and P~z(f3), the polarization producedby m unpolarized neutron

besm, P~’(0), and twelve “polarization transfer coefficients” as defined in an

accompanying paper 1)0 In general., the lower subscript indicates the polarization

of the incident deuteron and the superscript indicates the neutron polarization

component. TWO right-handed coordinate systems with tin x tout defining both

the y and y’ axes are assumed; the xz and X’Z’ axes are arbitrary but are usually

chosen with z along tin and Z’ along Kout. Since the scattering matrix, M, which

describes the reaction has only six complex elements, clearly these eighteen

experiments are not independent. No linear relations between the observable

exist; however, in table 1 twelve quadratic relations between the observable

are presented, so that at most six of the experimental observable are truly

independent.

These relations might be expected to serve several useful purposes. First,

each relation is in itself a parity test. Second, these relations may be applied

as consistency checks between sets and types of data when data of the polariza-

tion transfer type become more readily available. (The relations maybe regarded

as defining the volume in an eighteen dimensional hyperspace which can be phys-

ically “occupied” by the data sets.) Finally the relations may serve as a guide,

in some cases, as to which of the various experiments that might be performed

are least related to the experiments already completed and, therefore, contain

the greatest amount of new information. Also, the relations show, at least in

principle, that some of the experiments can be omitted altogether without sacrifice

of information.

In table 1, the coefficients which are underlined are odd in the scattering

angle, 0, and therefore vanish at 0° (1800). Using also the zero degree relations
Pz’

Xy
= O, P:; = -P;:, P;’ = PY’, andP~ = PO

Y
~, these twelve equations reduce to

only two independent relations at 0° (1800) :

(: P; ’)2 + (P:;)2 = (l-P: )(l-P;z) ; ;P:’ = 1- P> =1+ * P;z .

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. AtcinicEnergy Commission.
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The first relation shows that , at 0°, it would never be necessary to measure the

geometrically complicated quantity P~~. The second relation can be shown to

follow from singularmomentum conservation alone; it is interesting in that it

implies that the outgoing longitudinal neutron polarization is 100% for a 100%

mI = 1 (<PZ>=<PZZ>=1) deuteron besm. This conclusion is independent of all

dynamics.

Table 1: Quadratic Relations

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

(& ’)2+(P;:)2+(*;’ )2+(Pz’)2
x

= (l-Pj)(l-P;z)-( Pg’-~)(P:’-P$)
——

(~’ )%$#+:’)2+(Pz’)2 = (1-P~(l.-Po
XY

~)-(P:’-N;)(P:’-~)
—— .

(~)2+(P:z)2+(~’ )2+(Py’)2Xz = (l-P& )(l-P:z)+(P:’-P~ )(P:’-P:;)
—— ——

~ PX’PZ’ _ ~pz’px’
2 xx

1 (l-P; )(P:’-P:;)-#l-P:z)(
2xyz =-F ——

(2)2 popy ’ + po #’ . *
2 lY X2 X2 (l-P;z)(P:’-P~)&l-P& )(P:’-~)

.—

P:’(l-P;z)

~px’pz’ _ 2PZ’PX’
2zxy 2 z~= -&$)(P:’-Py ’)l$(l-P&)(P:’-~)

——

;P:’P”Z + ~PoPx’ - (;)2 P:’%’ + P%f’ = _P:(pJ&Y’)+
2~yz ~ Xz Zz——

(:)2 P:’q - Px’PO
+3z’y ’

~Px Pxz + %XPz’ = ~P:’(P:’-P::)+##-P:z)yz X2 _ 2 y~ ——

(3)2 x’ x’ 1 x! Z! 21

Py’(P:’-I$’#P:z( 1-P:)Px Pz -PXP + (;)2 P:’P:’
yz~

-PP =-xz
XXY _ —

~ Px’px’ + ~pz’pz’
+#&Pj)2 x= 2xxy

3X’O
~Pz Pxz +~PoPx’ + (;)2 PY’PZ’ - PY’PZ’ = Pz’(p&X&p:l(l_p

2 yq.— yz X2 Xy so ——

PO P
x’

(%2 POPx’ + :~’P: + : P:’P:: = ; P; ’(Py’_Py ’)_Px’(l_Po )xzxy-2~z Oxx—— — yz xx
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Figures of Merit for Polarized Deuteron Beams*

P. W. Keaton, Jr. , and Gerald G. Ohlsen

Los A3.amosScientific Laboratory, University of California

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544

The quantity p21, where I is the current and p is the polarization, has long
been used as a figure of merit for polarized proton beams. We generalize this
figure of merit to include the case of vector and tensor polarized deuteron beams.

For a spin-1/2 beam, one measures an asymmet~ A, given by A = (L-R)/(L+R),
where L and R are the counts recorded in the left detector and in the right de-
tector, respectively. In terms of the beam polarization and the analyzing power
of the reaction, P(e), we have A = pP((3). me statistical error, AP(e), associ-
ated with such a determination of P((3) is

since L+R is proportional to It, where t is the data acquisition time. In deriving
Eq. (l), we have assumed that L and R contain no background counts. In the limit
of small A, we find

(2)

We define the figure of merit to be inversely proportional to the counting time
necessary to produce a given statistical error AP(13). Thus we see that the rele-
vant figure of merit is in fact p21. Notice, however, that in the case of large
P(f3)this figure underestimates considerably the advantage of large beam pols,.ri-
zations. (This willbe true also for the deuteron quantities.)

For deuterons , we consider five asymmetries . These are, with the correspond-
ing observable and (zero-background) statistical,error expressions:

.

%=

‘2 =

‘3 =

A4 =

‘5 =

(L+R)-(u+D) . _&ZZsin2$ [p~-P

J

1-A:

L+R+U+D ; AAl=—
L+R+U+D

1+ZZ(3COS26-l)P:Z

J=+2
AA2 =

2
L+R+TJ+D

IW _A2
AA =

L+R+U+D 3

3 L+R+U+D

L-R $Z sin@PO
—=
L+R 20,

l+&zz[sin2$p~cos f3Pzz.

U-D Pzz
sin@cosfiPO

Xz
E=

l+&zz[sin2@P~+cos213P~z]

;

;

r1-A;AAk=~

r1-A2AA5 = ~

“work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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where L, R, U, and D are the counts recorded in the left, right, up, and down

detectors, respectively, and where pz and PZZ me the incident vector ~d tensor
besm polarizations. (For definitions of 6, $, “up,” etc., see Ref. 1.)

It is clear,from Eq. (3) that one cannot simply divide out the besm polari-
zation as in the spin-1/2 ; e.

Y
That is, except for the special case of COS6

= l/& for Al, A2, and A3 the asymmetries are not linearly related to the beam
polarization and analyzing t~nsors. We must first measure separately the denomi-
nator factor by means of a ratio of counts with different values of PZZ. Denoting

the counts observed with beam polarization Pzz by T ad with be~ Pol~ization

P;. by T’, we define
–ah

T-T 9 (PZZ-P;Z)
B=

pzzT’-p~zT ; M =
JTZT’+T’2T ,

(PZZT ‘-P~zT)2

where B could be %(3cos213-1) P~z, %[sin26p~+cos26p8z]~ or %[sin2~p%c+cos26p~zl,
and T would be L+R+U+D, L+R, or U+D, respectively. In the limit of zero for the

analyzing tensors, T-W?’, and

AB =
1

.

(PZZ-P;Z)@

The figure of merit relevant for measuring B is, therefore, given by (APZZ)21,
where Apzz is the change in pzz obtainable between the two modes of operation for
the ion source.

Returning to the asymmetries Al through A5, we see that if the denominator
factor hss slready been determined, the figure of merit becomes P~I for A2 ~d A4,
end p~zI for Al, As, and A5.2 In summary, deuteron besms are described in terms
of three figures of merit: pzI for P~(e~ measurements, p~zI for P%(@)-p&(e) and
P~z(e) measurements, and (APZZ)21 for Pzz(e) measurements.

By wsy of example, we compare a pure vector polarized besm (pz=2/3, pzz=O) to
a pure mI=l besm (pz=pz =1).

f
Measurement of A2 or A4 to a given accuracy takes 9/2

times as much time for he pure vector polarized besm; however, for the mI=l beem
some additional.time must be spent in the evaluation of the denominator expression.
The amount of time required depends on the method used-- for example, the use of an
intense unpolarized besm might reduce time required markedly. Further, this time
should not be charged against the measurement of P$(E)), since one is messuring two
quantities, not one. The ideal. figures of merit for three methods are given in
Table 1. The best mode of operation for each figure of merit is assumed.

Table 1. Ideel figures of merit for three methods of polarizing deuterons with
Lamb-shift sources. “

Method
p;I 2 I (ApzZ)21

Pzz——
spin filter

(Pz = Pzz =lor I 41 91

Pz = o, pzz = -2)

zero field crossing

(Pz
4

= 2/3, Pzz = O or ~1 I I

Pz = o, pzz = -1)

adiabatic field reduc-
tion (pz = 1/3, Pzz $ $ $
= -1/3 or unpolarized)
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A Study of %e(~, d)%e Scattering at 10 and 12 MeV*

.

.

D. C. Dodder, D. D. Armstrong, P. W. Keaton, Jr. ,
G. P. Lawrence, J. L. McKibben, and Gerald G. Ohlsen

Los Alsmos Scientific Laboratory, University of California

LOS Al~os, New Mexico 87544

We have measured the vector and tensor analyzing power for d-3He elastic
scattering at 10 and 12 MeV. A “cube” scattering chamber enabled us to measure
the left, right, up, and down yield simultaneously for any polar angle in the
range 200 to 1600. An angular resolution of 2° (FWHM) was used. A complete me~-
urement consists of four counting periods with the chsmber rotated around the
beam direction by 90° between periods; this procedure removes detector efficiency
problems. The deuteron quantization axis was at 54.7° with respect to the besm
direction (in the horizontal plane) for the simults.neom Po, P~z, and (P” -P” )/2

~) ?nlymeasurements and parallel to the bean direction for the P~~ measurements.
the P~z measurements depend upon accurate current integration. mI = 1 deuterons

3Ho(~d)3Ho Ed=lO.OMoV
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Fig. 1. Vector and tensor analyzing power for 3He(~,d)3He elastic scattering
at 10 MeV.

*work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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(Pz = Pzz ~ 0.8) were Used for most of the measurements; mI = O deuterons (PZ
*O , pzz % -1.6) were used occasionally to check the alignment of the chsmber.
False asymmetries were kept small by minimizing the besm on a properly suppressed
collimator which preceded the faraday cup. P~z is about 2-1/2 times more sensi-
tive to false asymmetries than is P;; for this reason, larger errors are assumed
for P~z.

Silicon surface barrier E-AE detector telescopes were used to permit mass
identification. An on-line computer recorded 512 channel spectra for one or
two masses for each telescope. The computer also measured the besm polarization
(quench method) periodically, rotated the cube, appropriately summed the spectra,
and calculated the vslues of the analyzing vector and tensors.

The data obtained are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. All errors shown are the esti-
mated systematic uncertainties. A preliminary phase shift fit for the 10-MeV
data is also shown. Since 51 parameters are involved (77 data poi ts) a meaning-

3ful ii csn probably be obtained only if data of other types (3He( ,p)4He,
i3He( ,p)QHe) is included. Such an analysis is in progress.

Ed= 12.0 MoV

,m
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3He(~,d]3He elastic scatteringFig. 2. Vector and tensor snslyzing power for
at 12 MeV.
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Measurement of the Vector end Tensor Analyzing Power
of d-4He Elastic Scattering at 12 MeV*

I

I

I

I

.

.

G. P. Lawrence, D. C. Dodder, P. W. Keaton, Jr., D. D. Armstrong,
J. L. McKibben, and Gerald G. Ohlsen

Los Alsmos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Los Alsmos, New Mexico 87544

The vector and tensor analyzing powers of d-‘He elastic scattering at 12-
MeV deuteron laboratory energy have been measured b

T
means of methods and equip-

12ment described in other papers in this symposium J . The experimental results
together with the phase shift fits to be discussed below are shown in Fig. 1.

4Ho(ii, d)% Ed= 12.0 MoV
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Fig. 1. Analyzing tensors for

The Cartesian tensors Pi = Si and
Note that the observable must be

8cm.

‘He(~,d)QHe elastic scattering at 12 MeV.

‘i j = s(sisj+sjsi)/P - Pdi” are used as abasis.
?boundedby -2 < P~z < 1,-3 2 < (P~-P~)/2 < 3/2,

-3/2 < P:z < 3/2, and -1 < P: < 1, and that only a part of the range of possible
variatiofi-is shown on the graphs. (As is well known, the observable are further
related by certain inequalities.)

The tensor analyzing powers are well fit by par eters consistent with those
obtained at lower energies by McIntyre and Haeberli3 Y, while the vector analyzing

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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power is only qualitatively fit. In an initial attempt to obtain sn improved
fit to the present data, the prediction for the cross section differed violently
from the measured cross sectionsq t at 11.5 MeV (the closest energy at which data
is available). This convinced us that it wouldbe necessary to include cross
section data to obtain a meaningful fit; accordingly, the cross sections of Ref.
4 were extrapolated to 12 MeV and included in the analysis. Starting with phase
shifts extrapolated from those of Ref. 3, a solution was obtained; the parameters
are given in Table 1. The computer program used in the search was the Los Alamos

General Energy Independent R actance
7Matrix Analvsis Code (EIA2)5 . This Table 1: Nuclear Bar Phase Shifts

code fits tie data with a &itsxy
collision matrix and a set of inelas-
tic parameters which multiply the
diagonal elements of the collision
matrix. This nongeneral, nonunitary
matrix differs from the nongeneral,
nonunitary matrix used in Ref. 3,
so the results are not strictly com-
parable for those states connected
with nondisgonal elements of the
collision matrix. The 2x2 sub-
matrices of the nuclear unitary col-
lision matrix are given in terms of
the nuclear bar representation).

We have not obtained a fit to
the extrapolated cross section of
quslity comparable to the fits of
polarization data shown in Fig. 1.
The overall weighted variance (X2
per degree of freedom) is 1.4. This
is subject to change, since the esti-

State

S1
S1-D1
D1
P2

P2-F2
F2
PI
Po
D3

D3-G3
G3
D2
F4
F3
G5
G4

and Elastic Parameters

$.J or XL ~,

(degrees)

-134.0
6.0

- 77.4
- 3.3
- 5.0

3.8
- 14.9
- 28.1
- 28.9

0.47
4.7

- 59.8

:::
3.8
1.7

Inelastic
Parameters

0.95

0.41
0.64

0.97
0.93
1.0
0.68

1.0
0.89
0.74
0.91
0.84
0.96

mated errors for the polarization data were preliminary, and since the errors
on the extrapolated cross sections are somewhat crtidely estimated.

The solution given here should not be taken as evidence that the presently
available data at this energy give a unique set of parameters. Some 15 starts

from random sets of marsmeters have not led to this solution, but have instead
led
not
the
the

1.

2.

3.
4.

2:

to solutions wit~ larger weighted variance (rsmging from 4 to 13)0 This is
a sufficient search of the space to ensure that other solutions do not exist;
only evidence for that conclusion at present comes from the connection to
lower energy analysis.
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Considerations on I
Polarized Neutron Production by (~,~) Polarization Transfer Reactions at O“*

I

Gerald G. Ohlsen, P. W. Keaton, Jr., and J. E. Simmons I
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California

Los Alsmos, New Mexico 87544

We consider various aspects of zero-degree polarization transfer for (~,~)
reactions with a view toward the practical production of polarized fast neutrons.
We use a right-hande~ coordinate system (xyz) with the z axis along the in$ident
deuteron direction, kin, and the y axis in any direction perpendic

Y
ar to kin.

The general expressions for the neutron intensity and polarization at 0° are

1(0°) = Io(OO)[l~Pzz>Pzz(OO)]

<CSx>I(OO)= Io(OO)[~Px>P;(OO)&P ># (00)]
3 yz yz

<UY>I(O”) = ~ Xz>pyz(oo) 1Io(OO)[~P >Py(OO)&P
2yy

<Uz>I(OO) = Io(OO)[~Pz>Pj(OO)] . (1)

These relations follow from ref. 1 since all terms odd in the scattering angle,
e, become zero at e = O. We have also used the restriction Pa s O, which follows
from the fact that the x and y axes may be defined arbitrarily. Other zero-degree
conditions, which follow from the ssme requirement, are P$& = P% = -%P~z,
P$ = P;, and P~z = -P~z.

In the following, we specialize to cases in which the deuteron polarization
possesses an axis of symmetry, as is obtained from a polarized ion source, and
where this axis is oriented either along the y axis or the z sxis. In these cases,
eq. (1) reduces to

~P.>Pj(oo)
<0>=

J
; 1(0°) = Io(OO)[l~P2 Jj>p;j(o”)l , (2)

z jj>P;j(oo)lAP

where j is either y or Z, and where <P.> and <P ..> are the deuteron vector and

tensor polarization, respectively, wit? respect’?o the j axis.

The intensities and polarizations for a pure m
J

= 1 besm and for a pure vec-
tor polarized besm are summarized in Table 1. The figure of merit”, IP2, is
always larger for the mI = 1 type of polarization.

Table 1

Beam Polarization

<p > = <p > =1
Y YY

<p > = ~, <p >=()
Y3YY

<p > = <p >=1
z Zz

2<p > = —, <p
3

>=()
z Zz

1/1
Neutron Polari-

0 zation at 0°

1++0 %?y/(li+P&)
2yy ‘ay’ = 2 y

1 <CJ>=p Y

~~o
2 Zz

..y> = 4’/(1+%0 )
z 22 2 Zz

The T(~,~)4He reaction has been shown to produce highly polarized neutrons2)
at OO. For this case, where the spin structure is relatively simple (l+% + 1++0),

*Work Qerformed under the auspices of the U. A. Atomic Energy Commission.
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we can deduce several general properties o
f
the transfer coefficients. First,

p; ~d pfi are connected by an inequality ,

(NY) 2 s (I-p” )(1+2P:) .
YY

(3)

This shows, for example, that PO
?

is always between -1/2 and +1. Note that the
d.lowed range of P& is such tha the polarized cross sections msy vary between
the extremes 31./4 and 31./2, and that if P~(OO) is nonzero, an even smaller
range is

Y
lowed. For the longitudinal polarization case, P; and P~z obey the

0 (0°)/2, so that CUZ> ~ 1 for any energy. In thisrelation3 3P~(0°)/2 = l+PZZ
case, however, the po arized cross section msy vary between O and 31./2. In

tthe range 0-15 MeV2~q , PO (0°) < 0 so the longitudinal polarized cross section .

is less than 10 and the t;&sverse polarized cross section is greater than l..

In the general (d,n) case, one would expect a stripping mechanism to dominate
at higher energies. Ideal stripping requires P$(OO) = P~(OO) = 2/~~d P%
= P;z = o. These limits appear to be closely approached in the D(d,n)3He cases).
Effects of the deuteron D state are not taken into account in the above limits;
we are currently considering this problem.

The cross section for both the D(d,~) and T(d,~) reactions at angles where
appreciable polarization is obtained with unpolarized projectiles is %5 mb/sr.
In contrast, the zero-degree cross section is %100 mb/sr and %20 mb/sr, respec-
tively. In addition, the ability to reverse the neutron spin by controls at the
ion source obviates the need for a spin precession solenoid, so that a tighter
geometry is permitted for many experiments. Thus, in the transverse neutron
polarization case, the present technique will yield a given neutron flux with a
polarized deuteron current between land2 orders of magnitude lower than required
in the unpolarized deuteron c&se. The lower deuteron energy required to deliver
neutrons of a given energy would tend to reduce the background, as would the
reduced incident flux of deuterons. Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio should also
be substantially improved, except where the background comes primarily from break-
up in the reaction itself. In addition, the zero-degree geometry often permits,
from the
Thus, it
petitive
deuteron

background point of view, a more favorable location for the detectors.
would appear that the polarization transfer technique is a highly com-
method for obtaining polarized neutrons with presently available polarized
beam intensities.
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A Precise Method for the Determination of Secondary Standards
for Deuteron Analyzing Tensors*

.

P. W. Keaton, Jr. , D. D. Amnstrong, G. P. Lawrence,
J. L. McKibben, and Gerald G. Ohlsen

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Los Alamos , New Mexico 87544

Two-body nuclear reactions in which one of the initial particles has spin-1
and the remaining hree particles have spin zero have

~
uniquely determined

analyzing tensorsl . These are

P;(e) = o , P;Z(e) = o, P;X(e) = 1, P&(e) = -2 , P:Z(e) =1 , (1)
+ +

where ye use the right-handed coordinate system with y along kin x kout and z
slong kin. The general cross section expression is

I(e>f$)= Io(e)[lap >PO&P >PO -&P >Po &p >Po +&p >P” ] ,
2 y y3 Xz XZ3 xx XX3 yy y-y3 ‘zZ Zz (2)

where I ((3)is the cross section for an unpolarized besm. Substituting Eq. (1)

in Eq. ?2) , and using the identity <Pn> + <P~> + <Pzz> = O, we obtain

1(0,+) = Io(e)[l-<Pn>l .

‘PYY> may be expressed in terms of the tensor polarization of the beam, pzz, with
respect to its quantization axis and the angles B,@ which describe the orientation
of the quantization axis with respect to the xyz coordinate system2):

p Pzz [3sin26cos2@-1] .<p>=~
YY

Thus, if we define the cross section for “left,” “right,” “up,” and “down” as
L= 1(0,00), R = I(e,180°), U= 1(0,2700), andD = 1(0,900), we have

L=R= Io[l~PzZ (1-3sin26)] U = D = Io[l+~pzz] .

The reaction 160(d,a1)14N (2.31-MeV state) posseses the required spins and
has been shown to have a cross section large enough to make its use feasible
at deuteron energy 7.1 MeV and laboratory angle 35°.3) Our purpose here was to
find an angle and energy for which the (d,a) reaction has acceptably high yield,
which coincides with an angle and energy at which the reaction to be calibrated
has a sufficiently large analyzing power to be useful. If the target material
for the reaction to be calibrated is gaseous, it may be mixed with the oxygen
so that both reactions msy be observed simultaneously. The analyzing power being
determined may then be deduced from a ratio in which uncertainties or instabil-
ities in the besm polarization and possible misalignments in the detection ap-
paratus have no effect.

We have used this method to determine the analyzing tensors for 4He(~,d)4He
elastic scattering at 9.80 MeV and at a laboratory scattering angle of 600. Our
results are as follows:

6 T22(60°) = ~P~(600) - P&(600)] = +0.553 t 0.008

&T20(600) = [P~z(600)] =+0.330 t 0.005,

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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B = 54.7° and left , right, up, and down detectors were used for the (P~x-PO )/2
mess urements . With this choice of 6, we msy write, for any analyzing reacwon ,

(L+R)-(u+D) = 1
L+R+U+D -~p~~ (p:-p&) “

160(d,qj4N*, p&-p&Since PO -P” = +3.0 for for d-4He scattering can be obtained
by a ra%$o ~ simultaneously observed asymme ries. For other choices of @ the
analysis is somewhat more complicated. The quantity P~z was obtained by measuring
mI = 1 tO mI = O R%biOS 2, with @ = OO.

The principal uncertainty in the present calibration arises from the back-
ground contribution to the 160(d,al) 14N* yield. The besm polarization calculated
from either the i3= 54.7° data or from the 13= O0 data is increased by about
1.5% when a reasonable estimate of the background is subtracted from the yields.
The quoted errors assume a 70% uncertainty in the background subtraction which
is combined quadratically with the statistical error.

A scan of the d-4He analyzing powers versus energy (f200 keV) and angle
(t3°) was made in order to establish the accuracy required in reproducing these
parameters. We find that neither (P&-P~)/2 nor P8z varies W more than 1“5%

if the angle remains within i-l”of the nominal vslueandif the energy remains
within i100 keV of the nominal value.
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APPENDIX : Derivation of the Cross Section

.

.

.

.

The work presented here utilizes the unique properties of a reaction in
which dl interacting particles have zero spin except for one spin-one particle
in the entrance channel. Such a reaction can be written symbolically aS
1+0 + 0+0. It will be shown that this reaction has a tensor analyzing power
for deuterons which is independent of bombarding ener~ and scattering angle.
The polarization of a particle produced in a reaction of the form 0+0 + 1+0
may be obtained from a trivial modification of the calculation presented below,
or from time reversal arguments.

A. Scattering Matrix and Coordinate System. The present formalism is shnilar
to that of Csonka et al.*
can be expanded in terms of

M=

where al, a.
as follows:

()1)(1= o
0

For a spatial

t t
alxl +ax+

00

We begin by noting
the eigenfunctions of a

+

that the scattering matrix
spin-1 psrticle:

(Al)

and a-lare scalars. The spin-one eigenfunctions can be written

9 X. = ()
o
1
0 (1

o
0
1

.

representation, we use the following unit vectors:

A

n along tin X tout , k along tin , ~along;x~.

Since the right-hand side of Eq. (Al) msy be regarded
spherical vectors, it is clear that we can also write

M= bxx; +bx
t
+bx

t

YYZZ’

as the dot product
M as follows:

where ~ = xx; + + Xzk is a pseudovector and where
~z +

In this representation the components of ~ msy be written

(A2)

(A3)

of two

(A4)

b ,b and bz have even parity
x Y’

(A5)

Conservation of parity requires the scattering matrix to obey the relation

(A6)

which can only be satisfied if bx = bz = O. Therefore, the most general M matrix

*P. L. Csonka, M. J. Moravcsik, M. D. Scadron, Ann. ofPhys. 41 (1967) 1—
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which describes a reaction of the form 1+0 + 0+0 and which conserves parity
may be written

M= bx
YY “

It can be shown that by is an odd function of the scattering angle f3.

,

(A7)

B. Density Matrix and Cross Section. The initial density matrix, pl, msy be
expanded in terms of the properly normalized Cartesian tensors*

(A8)

where I is the (3x3) unit matrix, the P. ‘s are the three spin-one matrices Sxs
JSY~ and Szj and pjk can be written

%sjsk+ Sksj)
‘jk= 2 - 26jk ‘ (A9)

where j,k take on values x, y, and z. The matrices are explicitly given in
Table Al. Thus, the initial density matrix expansion is

where the bracketed
deuteron besm.

(Ale)

quantities indicate expectation values for the incident

The cross section for an arbitrarily polarized incident beam is

1(0,$)= Tr[MpiM+] .

The cross section, I , for an unpolarized incident
can be calculated di?ectly:

(All)

.
bean (i.e., for pl =(1/3)1)

l.=$
(b )2

(1

1 = by12
Tr[MMt] = ~ ● ~“ Tr (1,0,1) O

1 3“

Thus, by is
to be resl.

M

Since by is

(A12)

determined to within an arbitrary phase factor. We may require by
Therefore, the M matrix may be written as follows:

= (31.)1/2
%“

an odd function of e, 10 vanishes as sin2Elnear El= O.

(A13)

.

.

.

.

*J. L. Gsmmel, P. W. Keaton, Jr., and Gerald G. Oh.lsen (to be published)
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c. Analyzing Power. The cross section for an incident polarized beam may now
be calculated by substituting Eq. (AIO) into Eq. (All). Using the matrix form
of the Cartesian tensors (see Table Al) one may calculate all of the components
of Tr(mpiMf) and show that

10 ~ ~Tr[MMt]

‘I P0 ~ ~Tr[MPjMt] = O
3oj

‘I P“ =
3ojk

~Tr[MPjkMt] = O , j#k

Substituting Eqs. (~4) and (AIO) intoEq. (ml), we find

i21(0,+) = Io[l~PH> -~PW>i~zz>i] .

.

.

.

*
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(A14)

(A15)

An incident deuter$n besm with tensor polarization+pZZ a~d symmet~ axis
making an angle 6 with k. X ~ X kin has=n and with an angle @ between n and.kin
the following besm quantities in the reaction coordinate system,

<p >~ i = ~ 3sin26sin2@-1] pZZ

<p >= = *[ 3sin28cos2$-1] pZZ
YY

<p >= = ;[3COS2E3-11 pzz .22 (A16 )

Substituting Eq. (N6) into Eq. (A15), we obtain the s,na~zing cross section for any
reaction of the form 1+0 + 0+0

1(0,41)= Io[l+$pZZ (1-3sin2@cos2$)] . (A17)

Note that there is no cross section dependence on the beam vector polarization
pZ, and that the entire 0 dependence is contained in the factor 10(8).
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THE SCATTERING OF POLARIZED PROTONS

J. ~. Detch, Jr., J. H. Jett,

Los Alsmos Scientific Laboratory,

BY TRITONS AT 13.6 MeV*

and Nelson Jarmie

University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico 8754~

The asymmetries in the T(~,fi)T reaction were measured at 13.600 i 0.015
MeV. The polarized protons were supplied by the LASL Lamb shift polarized ion
source and accelerated by a tandem Van de Graaff. Previous measurement of

7proton asymmetries in this energy region were made by Rosen and Lelandl at
14.5 MeY.

The experiment was performed with a single detector telescope using the
same apparatus previously used for high accuracy (0.4% relative accuracy) cross
section measurements. Basically, the equipment consisted of a thin-window
(2.3 micrometers Havar) gas scattering cell which was pressurized to 0.25
atmosphere with tritium. The detector system has a 1° angular acceptance
(or aG-factor of 1.o6x 10-4). The included angle between left and right
detector settings was known to ~ 0.03° and the beam was constrained by slits
so that it could not wander more than t0.060 between left and right measure-
ments. The beam was integrated in a standard way to an absolute accuracy of
*0.2%. A more detailed description of the apparatus used and error discussion
is contained in ref. 2.

The data were taken at two different times. The majority of the data
were taken during the first run and without an independent measurement of the
beam polarization other than by the quench ratio method. The second data set
consisted of 3 data points on the back angle peak and followed an extensive
check of the beam polarization using p-a scattering as an analyzer. For this
last run, the beam polarization was know-nto +1.0% and the two sets of data
were consistent.

The resulting data are shown in fig.
and Rosenl) .

1 along with the data of Leland
For all but two of the data points, four measurements were made,

being two measurements on each side of the chamber with the proton spin up and
down . This method eliminates certain geometrical systematic errors.

The results are listed in table 1 along with the total error which in-
cludes the error in the knowledge of the beam polarization. The statistical
uncertaintity was the predominant contribution to the errors except for the
largest asymmetries.

*work Perfomed ~der the auspices of the U:s. Atomic Energy CO~iSsiOn.

‘L. Rosen and W. T. Leland, Phys. Rev. Letters ~, 379 (1967).

~elson Jarmie, Ronald E. Brown, R. L. Hutson, and J. L. Detch, Jr., Phys. Rev.
Letters ~, 24o (1970); J. H. Jett, J. L. Detch, Jr., R. L. Hutson, and
Nelson Jarmie, to be published.
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Table 1

Asymmetries in T(~,~)’I’scattering at 13.6 MeV

El
Lab ‘CM

A 6A e
Lab ‘CM

A 6A

15.0 20.0 -0.012 0.004
20.0 26.6 -0.031 0.005
30.0 39.7 -0.051 0.006
40.0 52.5 -0.097 0.008
50.0 65.0 -0.156 0.012
60.0 77.0 -0.224 0.012
70.0 88.5 -0.296 0.015
80.0 99.4 -0.263 0.020

90.0
97.5
105.0
105.0
120.0
140.0
150.0
160.0

109.7
116.9
123.9
123.9
136.9
152.5
159.7
166.1

0.122 0.025
0.626 0.020
0.690 0.030
0.712 0.018
0.405 0.012
0.205 0.021
0.111 0.013
0.075 0.011

1● PRESENT DATA 13.60MeV

O LELAND 8 ROSEN 14.5 MeV
0.8

4

-
0 180

C.M.ANGLE, DEGREES

Figure 1. Asymmetries in T(~,~)T scattering.
The data of Leland and Rosen are from ref. 1.
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POLARIZATION ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION FROM THE T(d,~)4He REACTION AT 7.0 AND 11.4 Me~

W. B. Brostet and J. E. Simmons

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California,
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544

Angular distributions of the polarization of neutrons from the T(d,n)4He

reaction have been measured for incident deuteron energies of 7.0 and 11.4 MeV.

By accelerating tritons onto a deuterium target, it was possible to obtain data

for T(d,n)4He neutron emission angles which could not be reached when deuterons

were accelerated onto tritium.

Neutron polarizations were analyzed by scattering from liquid helium

at laboratory angles between 115° and 125°. The measured asymmetries were

corrected for the effects of multiple scattering in the helium and finite

polarimeter geometry. Polarizations were derived using n-helium analyzing
1)

powers calculated from the phase shifts of Hoop and Barschall. Analyzing

angles for neutron energies above 20 MeV were chosen where the calculated

analyzing powers showed the least discrepancy with recent n-helium polarization

measurements .

Figures 1 and 2 show the present data: Solid circles represent polari-
4

zations obtained from the T(d,n) He reaction, while the triangles are data
4

obtained using the D(t,n) He reactions at center-of-mass conditions equivalent

to the T(d,n)4He at the lab angles for which the data are plotted. The open
2)

circles on the figures are the measurements of Brown and Haeberli on the

charge conjugate 3He(d,~)4He reaction at 8.o and 12.0 MeV. 3) The two sets agree

well, except for the magnitude of the polarization at 0 = 3oolab, and small

differences in shape between the 11.4 MeV T(d,~)4He and 12.0 MeV 3He(d,~)4He

data beyond 90° lab. It should be noted that interpolation of the Brown and

Haeberli data to 7.0 MeV yields a value for the 30° proton polarization which

is consistent with the present value of neutron polarization within experimental

3) 4
errors. However, recent data from this Laboratory on the T(d,n) He polariza-

tion at 30° indicate that there are significant differences between the proton

and neutron polarization from the two reactions for deuteron energies between

8 and 12 MeV.
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Theoretical interpretations of the present results and other data on

the T(d,n)4He reaction are being pursued within the framework of a phenomenolog-

ical reaction matrix analysis. The effect of spin-orbit distortions in entrance

and exit channels is also being studied.

!“”’tQ-d

8LAB

Figure 1

IL-2A
“o 45 90 I 35 180

0 LAB

Figure 2

*work supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.

t
Associated Western Universities I?ellow from University of Wyoming.

1) B. HOOp and H.H. Barschall, Nuc1. Phys. 83 (1966) 65-—

2) R.I. Brown and W. Haeberli, Phys. Rev. ~ (1963) 1163.

3) J.E. Simmons, G.S. Mutchler, W.B. Broste, to be published.
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NEUTRON-HELIUM POLARIZATION AT 27.3 AND

W. B. Brostet and J. E. Simmons

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University
Los A1.amos,New Mexico 87544

30.3 MeV*

of California

As part of an effort to obtain more accurate values for the polariza-

tion analyzing power of n-alpha scattering for neutron energies above 20 MeV,

the n-alpha polarization angular distribution has been measured at this

Laboratory for six neutron energies between 11.0 smd 30.3 MeV. Data obtained

1)
at 11.0, 17.7, 23.7, and 25.7 MeV have been reported on at an earlier meeting.

The asymmetry in scattering polarized neutrons from helium was measured

for neutron energies of 27.3 and 30.3 MeV for angles between 50° and 130° (lab.).

Partially polarized neutrons were obtained from”the D(t,n)4He reaction at an

angle near 30°1ab. Incident energies of Et = 12.0 and 14.9 MeV provided neutron

energies of En = 27.3 and 30.3 MeV, respectively. The value of the source

polarization Pl was determined for the 27.3-MeV data in a measurement on the

T(d,n)4He reaction at the same center-of-mass conditions as were used in the

D(t,n)4He source reaction. The restitant neutron energy is 13.2 MeV; therefore,

P1 may be determined fairly reliably from the measurement of the asymmetry in

n-He scattering at 115° (lab). From this measurement, it was found that Pl =

P1 for 30.3 MeV data was interpolated from T.(d,n)4He data,
2),53 f .015. and

had a value P1=.46 * .05. The asymmetries were corrected for multiple scatter-

ing of neutrons in the helium, and the effects of finite geometry, then divided

by Pl to determine the n-He polarization function P(0).

Figures 1 and 2 show the final polarization results for the two energies.

Solid curves are the predictions of the Hoop-Barschall phase shift set
3) at

27.3 and their smooth extrapolation to 30.3 MeV. Figure 1 also shows the data
4)

of Arifkhanov et al. at a neutron energy of 27.8 t 0.9 MeV, where their

asymmetry data have been converted to polarizations using a value for pl obtained

in measurements of the T(d,n)4He 30° polarization at this Laboratory. Pre-

liminary phase shift analyses have indicated that small changes in the Hoop-

Barschall phases result in good fits to both cross section and polarization

data at the two energies.
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*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
t
Associated Western Universities Fellow from University of Wyoming.

1) W.B. Broste, J.E. Simmons, and G.S. Mutchler, Bull. Am. Phys. SOC. 14 (1969) 1230.—

2) W.B. Brost
h

and J.E. Simmons, “Polarization Angular Distribution from the
T(d,n) e Reaction at 7.0 and 11.4 MeV,” Proc. 3rd International
Symposium on Polarization Phenomena in Nuclear Reactions (to be
published).

3) B. Hoop and H,H. Bmschall, Nucl. Phys. 83 (1966) 65.—
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.

4) U.R. Arifkhanov, N.A. Vlasov, V.V. Davydov , and L.N. Samoilov, Sov. J. Nucl.
Phys. (Trans.) ~(1966) 170.
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Improvements in Performance of a Liquid Helium Scintillation Counter*

.

.

.

J. C. Martin, W. B. Broste+and J. E. Simmons

Los Alsmos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Los Alsmos, New Mexico 87544

Since the liquid helium scintillation polarimeter of Simmons ~d Perkinsl ),
msny improved LHe scintillators have been constructed2 ~3~4J596 $7$8 . For
optimum energy resolution in a LHe scintillator one needs a uniform pulse-height
response over the entire volume of the scintillator. This response depends on
the uniformity of the wave shifter and the light collecting geometry. Recent
publications hav~ reported resolutions (FWHM) of between 11% and 30% for alpha-
souces2,3,5,7,8 ; ad betwee

4,,7 9% and 13% for gated He-recoil distribution
elastic scattered neutrons .

Our recent ;~118!a10r
Pulse-height uniformity measurements

with an alpha-source showed variations from >2% to ‘40%.
shown that pulse-height uniformity csn be significantly improved by using” a
thicker coating of’wave shifter on the photomultiplier window of the scintillator
cell relative to that on the wall.

In our present scintillation counter the vacuum ultraviolet helium scintil-
lations are wave shifted by a vacuum evaporated deposit of p,p’-diphenylstilbene
(DPS) on the reflector and window of the scintillation cell. The reflector is a
cersmic shell of fired A1203. The window is 0.25 cm x 5.0 cm diam sapphire. The
active volume of the cell is 150 cm3 (4.7 moles LHe). The photomultiplier
(RCA 7326), housed in the cryostat vacuum, views the scintillation cell through a
hollow polished aluminum light cone , and is cooled to ‘120°K to minimize the
radiant heat load on the LHe cell. Heretofore we employed DPS coatings of
100 ~g/cm2 on the reflector shell wall and 50 ~g/cm2 on the window. Under these
circumstances our resolution was only about 25% FWHM for 15 MeV He recoils.

Recent measurements with a test cryostat and a movable a-source revealed a
marked axial non-uniformity in the pulse-height response for the above DPS pre-
scription. The light output variation along the cell seemed to indicate a light
collection problem in the vicinity of the window. Consequently we increased the
window DPS coating while holding the reflector coating constant. The result was
an improvement in pulse-height uniformity with increasing DPS thickness on the
window. For ’200 ~g/cm2 on the window the light output variation was reduced to
7%% from a initial value of ‘40%.

In view of this information the pola.rimeter scintillation cell was recoated
with ’100 pg/cm2 on the reflector and ’200 pg/cm2 on the window. Using 4 to 32
MeV neutrons from the T(p,n)3He and T(d,n)4He reactions at 0°, the response of
the recoated cells was observed. ANE 102 (5.0 cmx 1.8.ocmx 7.6 cm)-RCA 8575
detector for the recoil neutrons was used in coincidence with the LHe scintilla-
tion counter. The geometry of the experiment was: RI = 99.1 cm, 01 = 0°,
A61 = *1.75°, R2 = 42.2 cm, 02 = 137.7° andAe2 = ‘3.45°. Both He-recoil singles
and coincidence-gated He recoils were observed over the neutron energy range.
Fig. 1 shows typical pulse distributions. The left panel shows the singles spec-
trum with the prominent n+He + d+t peak; the right panel shows the coincidence-
gated He recoil spectrum. The gated He-recoil resolution (FWHM) ranged from 8%

*
Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
fAssociated Western University Fellow from University of wyOIUing.
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for EHe = 19 MeV to 22% for EHe = 3 MeV. The light output as a function of
helium-recoil end-point energy exhibits the same nonlinear shape as reported by
Piffaretti et aZ4). The resolution for the n-He (d+t) breakup peak varied from
10% fOr Ed+t = 14 MeV to 15% for Ed+t = 5 MeV.

By increasing the DPS thickness on the sapphire window to ’200 pg/cm2 we
have improved the He-recoil resolution by a factor of three, without appreciably
lowering the light output of

Fig. 1

Singles: d+t breakup
peek
Res.(FWHM)=12%
E(d+t)=10.8 MeV

Coincidence
Gated: gated He

recoils
Res.(FWHM)=8%
Not corrected
for kinematic
spread.
E(He)=16.8 MeV

the scintillator.

, 1 ,

N-W SCINTILIJiTION. ~ - 28.5 WV

SJNGLES CSXNCIOENCE
GATEO

PULSE HEIGHT (cHANNELS)
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Asymmetries in Protons from the Reaction of Deuterons
with a Polarized 3He Target*

Bob E. Watt and W. T. Leland

Los Alsmos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Los Alsmos, New Mexico 87544

We have investigated the asymmetry of the protons produced from 3He(d,p)qHe
reactions when using a polarized 3He target. The general experimental setup
and pro edures were identical with those described in our paper on deuteron scat-
tering1f, with the exception of the detector system. We used a pair of solid
state detectors arranged as a telescope. By using appropriate absorbers, coin-
cidence techniques and pulse height discrimination, we were able to reduce the
background counting rates to a negligible amount.

Tables
by Baker et

Table 1.
reaction

e
cm.

m“
51.7
59.4
63.3
68.3
71.6
80.6
89.h
90.6
102.0
104.5
108.3
113.2
117.8
121.8
125.6
129.2
135.8
135.8

1, 2 and 3 present our data along with that previously published
d.2~ (BRwP). To facilitate direct comparison, we have multiplied

Angular asymmetries for Table 2. Angular asymmetries for
protons at 6 MeV. reaction protons at 8 MeV.

Present

Ar( 13)

-0.63 to.031
-0.525t0.035

-0.44 fo.04
-0.38 to.04

-0.14 fo.04
+0.01 foo04

+0.16 to.03
+0.32 *0.04
+0.24 ~0.03
+0.33 fo.04
+0.37 fo.03
+0.35 fo.04
+0.43 to.06
+0.34 fo.04

Ref. 2

1.=’~R(e)

-0.43*0.05

0
cm.
41°

-0.70*0.07 52.6
60.3
69.4

-o.35to.08 72.7
81.7
85.3

-o.08io.06 91.9
101
103.3

+0.13*().1 114.4
115.5
122.9
130.2
136.7

Present

Av( 13)

-0.51*0.04

-o.33io.04
-o.17to.04

+0.06+0.03

+0.29f0.04
+o.5oio.04

+0.50*0.04
+o.48to.04
+o.5ofo.04

Ref. 2

1.2 A-&l)

-0.83+0.17
-o.85to.19

-o.36to.11

-0.1 fo.11

+o.19to.13

+0.42t0.17

the data of BRWP by 1.2 to take into consideration the 20% difference in the tar-
get polarizations as calculated by the relation we used as compared to theirs.
The listed errors are statistical only.

Plattner and Keller3) have pointed out the approximate agreement between
their measurements of pd and the data of BRWP. Figure 1 displays data of Plattner
and Keller along with ours and that of BRWP multiplied by 1.2. We would sgree
that pd = ‘3He is a good approximation at higher energies snd forward angles

but do not agree that it holds at lower energies.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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Fig. 1. Proton
asymmetry from
3He(d,p)qHe
reaction with
polsrized 3He.
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Table 3. Angular asymmetries for
reaction protons at 10 MeV.
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zation Phenomena in
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0
cm.
35.8°
53.3
57.1
61.1
70.2
86.3
92.8

110.4
115.4
123.9
123.9
137.5
137.5

Present Ref. 2
Ar(EI) 1.2 ~(e)

-o.76to.08
-o.53fo.07

-0.39+ 0.1
-0.39* 0.1

-o.17to.06
-o.12to.l

+o .07f0.08

+o.03fo.l
+0.35*0.04
+0.32 t0.04

+o.41to.05
+0 .24f0.2
+0 .45to.04
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A Proposed

F. J.

0.4 K Polarized Proton Target Cryostat for LAMPF*

Edeskuty, C. F. Hwang, K. D. Williamson, Jr.

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Los KLsmos, New Mexico 87544

A polarized proton target cryostat design is described which is intended
for 0.4 K operation in the WF external beams for various scattering experi-
ments. It has been shown by Hill et al.1) that proton polarization of the order
of 70% can be obtained in butyl-alcohol coped with ~rphyrexide at temperatures
near 0.4 K. Previous experiments at CEA2) and SLAC ) indicated that an alcohol
target is capable of tolerating 1010 minimum ionizing particles per second for
periods of a few hours without losing a substantial part of its initial polariza-
tion. When annealed at 77 K at suitable time intervals, an alcohol target may
last as long as 24-36 hoursq). In consideration of the expected target life
versus reaction yield, the optimized design besm intensity was chosen as 3 x 109

(300-800 MeV) protons per second (corresponding to ~101° minimum ionizing particles
per second). Under these circumstances , even with the annealing process, it will
be necessary to replace the target material periodically. The cryostat is de-
signed to facilitate such target changes as required (daily). In order to avoid
loss of 3He while changing targets it is not desirable to have 3He in direct con-
tact with the target material. Therefore to transfer the heat from the target to
the 3He bath a 4He heat-exchanger has been included in the design.

Hill et all) estimated that 30 mW of refrigeration should suffice to cool
a 10-gram target and the microwave cavity. This estimate is consistent with the
experience of Masaike5) . By anchoring the microwave at 1.0 K it is anticipated
that the microwave loading to the 3He system will be less than 5 mW. For protons
of 300-800 MeV traversing a 2 gm/cm2 alcohol target, the energy loss is between
0.8-1.2 x 10-9 mW-sec per particle or 3-4 mW for design besm intensity. Combining
these two loads a total refrigeration demand of about 10 mW at 0.4 K in the target
material is anticipated.

A schematic diagram of the proposed target is shown in Fig. 1. The precook-
ing of the 3He gas as well as the 1 K and 77 K shields is provided by a modified
Roubeau6) cryostat, in which 4He enters by a tube (13 on Fig. 1), is precooled
by a heat exchanger (8 on Fig. 1), and evaporates at near 1 K (6 on Fig. 1).
The pumped vapors provide the precooking in the heat exchanger (8 on Fig. 1).
This Roubeau principle is repeated in the 3He loop by means of inlet tube (14),
condenser on (6) and evaporator (4) (all on Fig. 1) with an expected 3He evap-
orator temperature of 0.3 K. Heat is transferred from the target to the 3He
evaporator by a closed superfluid 4He heat exchanger. The 4He is in direct con-
tact with the polarized target material. The chief impedances in this heat
exchanger are three Kapitza resistances and the relatively poor heat transport
capability of the He II in this termprature range. A separate, preliminary experi-
ment to study these impedances is in progress.

The features incorporated into the cryostat design to permit rapid sample
changes are a completely removable target-refrigerator system and a quick dis-

4He heat exchanger tube wall.connect joint between the target and the The warm
O-ring seal (12 on Fig. 1) permits removal of the entire inner structure of the
cryostat smd the 3He handling system when one exterior flange (not shown in Fig. 1)
is unbolted. After extraction of the double-Roubeau section from the vacuum

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. W. Atomic Energy Commission.
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jacket the target cell can be replaced by removing the hemispherical cavity wall
(5 on Fig. 1) and by opening the quick disconnect IridiumO-ring joint (2 on Fig. 1).

\ r-’ 15 IE?I~\

Fig. 1. Schematic Dis.grsm of Cryostat: 1) target cell, 2) quick disconnect

joint, 3) ‘Heto 3He heat exchanger, 4) 3He evaporator, 5) microwave cavitY,

6) 4He evaporator, 7) ‘He expansion valve, 8) 4He heat -changer> 9) 4He Precook-
ing valve, 10) 4He separator, 11) N2 supply inlet/outlet, 12) warm O-ring sliding
joint, 13) 4He fill and vent lines for separator, 14) 3He fill line, 15) micro-
wave guide, 16) 3He pump-out, 17) 4He pup-out, 18) 4He fill line for low t@-
perature heat exchanger.

The 3He pumping system consists of three Edwards 9B4 diffusion booster PumPs
each with a pumping speed of 38OO !l/secat sn inlet pressure of ~10-3 torr, backed
by an Edwards 550 forepump. The 3He stresm can be continusouly purified by a cold
trap between the forepump and cryostat inlet. With these pumps and the designed

pumping line sizes, we smticipate the following temperature-power input relationships.

Power, mW 10 20 40 80
T
evaporator, K

0.30 0.32 0.34 0.37

T
target, K

0.40 0.42 0.44 0.47

-moles
M, ‘hr 1.8 3.6 7.2 14.4
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Analyzing Power of the T(~,a)n Reaction at Low Energies*

Gerald G. Ohlsen, J. L. McKibben, and G. P. Lawrence

Los Alsmos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Los Alsmos, New Mexico 87544

For energies less than 100-200 keV, the T(~,a)n reaction is known to proceed
almost totally through s-wave deuteron absorption. If one assumes s waves only,
and further assumes that the polarization of the incide t deuterons possesses
an axis of symmetry, the cross sections may be writtenl ‘1

I = Io(l~zz>P~z) , P;z = -~3cos213S-1) , (1)

where <P > is the tensor polarization of the deuterons and where Elsis the center-

of-ms.ss~!rection of emission of the observed reaction product, both with respect
to the quantization axis. g is the parsmeter which is to be measured; if the
reaction proceeds completely through the J = 3/2+ intermediate state, g = 1.
Note that the general analyzing tensor restriction -2 < P~z < 1 requires that
-l<g<z.

In the present paper, we report measurements of the T(~,a)n analyzing power
at 51, 76, and 93 keV deuteron energies. Since a thick tritium-zirconium tar-
get was used, the quantities actually determined were energy averages of g of a
certain forml). The average vslues of g, which”we shall call~, are the quanti-
ties directly of interest for use of the reaction as a calibrated analyzer.

The experiment consisted of the determination of ~p, where p is the spin
state purity of the beam, by a ratio method together with a determination of p
by the quench ratio method. The beam quantization axis was parallel to the besm
direction. Two detectors at 90° smd two detectors at 165° were employed at azi-
muthal angles such that there was an unobstructed view of the solid tritium-
zirconium target. The beam was collimated by 5 mm x 5 mm slits 30 cm upstream
from the target.

Ratios between the yields for mI = 1, ~ = O, and~ = -lbesms were used
to determine ~p. (We refer to the states by the mI value which characterizes
the large magnetic field limit.) This requires an accurate knowledge of the
relative tensor polarizations of the three states (see table 1). Since the field
in the negative-ion formation region of the ion source
was ~60 G, i.e.,

Table 1
strong with respect to the deu-

terium atom 2S1/2 hyperfine interaction, these ratios Tensor
are well known and extremely insensitive to vari- State Polarization
ation of the magnetic field. Experiments with mI=l
the polarized beam accelerated to tmdem energies mI=O -1!’966P
have verified that the relative polarizations are ml=_l 0.952p
as expected to an accuracy of ~0.5% or better.

The quantity ~p carIbe determined from the relative yields, Y, observed in
a single detector with an mT = 1 besm followed by an mT =Obeam, orbyanm~= O
beam followed by an m~ = -l-beam:

-L

4(Y1-YO) 4(Yo-Y_l)—
FP =

(-1.966Yl+Yo) (3cos2e&)
or gp .

1

(0.952Yo-l.966Y_l)(3cos28S-1)

The value of ~p obtained from each of the four detectors and from each of
types of ratios was consistent to within the fO.007 to tO.011 statistical
on each determination.

J.

(2)
.

the
error

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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The factor p was measured by a quench ratio method. If we denote the yield
and center-of-mass angle which corresponds to a 165° (90°) detector by y165 and

6165 (ygo and f390),it follows from eq. (1) that the sum Y, where

y ‘y90-(~90/~165)[(3-2e90-1)/( 3=2e165-l)1y165 (3)

is proportional to the number of deuterons incident on the target during the count-
ing interval, irrespective of their polarization. The factor n165/r190 is a rela-
tive detector efficiency factor (includihg kinematic factors); this was determined
from the ratio

(~1#90) = (y~65/y90)[(+’Ka(3cOs2e90-1) 1/[(+pKa(3-2’9165-1))1 , (4)

where K = 1, -1.966, or 0.952 for m = 1, 0, or -1 beams, respectively, and where
the val~e of Ep calculated from eq. t)2 was used.

The data cycle consisted of five or more sets of six counting periods with
the ion source conditions varied in the following sequence: mI = 1 selection,
quench, mI = O selection, quench, mI = -1 selection, and quench. Timed intervals
were used (10 see, 20 see, or 40 see) for each counting period. The source cur-
rent varied by only a few percent during the acquisition of the data at a given
energy, so the summing over 5 or more data sets is believed to assure that the
amount of charge delivered in the various cases does not vary by more than a few
tenths of a percent. The beam spin state purity was determined from ratios of
the quantity Y with one of the spin states being selected by the spin filter and
with the beam quenched, according to the formula

p = [Y(filtered)-Y(quenched)]/Y( filtered) . (5)

Note that the data sequence employed measures the quench ratio and~p essentially
simultaneous ly.

The final values for Ep, p, and E are given in table 2. Also given is ~, the
mean energy estimated from yield versus enetgy data, and the corresponding cm.
angles for the detectors. Statistical errors only are shown on all quantities.
We believe systematic effects could not be as large as 0.01. The results agr e
with preliminary results obtained in a similar experiment at this labor tory

37 2Y’and indicate a value of ~ somewhat larger than was previously believed . Also ,
~ appears to be independent of energy over the range Studied.

Table 2
E.

E ’90 0165
(kev) (~:v) ( OO1ab)

51 ;3.8° W o.8~o.oo6
76 58 94.1° 166.0° o.856to.oo3
93 67 94.40 166.1° 0.856t0.004
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Formalism for Spin-3/2 Beams*
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.

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
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6Li nuclei using an atomicVery recently, Helm et al.1) produced polarized

beam source. Consequently, the polarization of 7Li, which has a nuclear spin

of 3/2, would appear to be feasible in the near future. It is the purpose of

this paper to discuss the formalism necessary to treat a besm of spin-3/2 particles.

The cross section for the interaction of a particle of spin j can be written

I(e) x=l.(0) ~ q <Tkq> T;q(0) ,
3

(1)

~q, have rank k Z 2j with the restriction Iql z k.where the spherical tensors2), T

The expectation values <T
kq

> refer to the initial besm polarization and the Tkq( 0)

are analyzing tensors for the reaction. The spherical tensors are orthogonal -

in the sense that Tr[T;,q,Tkq] = (2j+l)dm,dqq, . Furthermore, using the operator

kq = (-l)%kproperty T+ , we see that eq. (1) is an invariant contraction of

tensors. l.(0) in eq.-? )1 is the cross section for an unpolarized beam.

As a coordinate system for the interaction, we choose the z axis (1?)along

the incident beam direction, tin, the y axis (~) along ~. x ~ out (where tout is

the outgoing particle direction), and the x axis (~) alo;~ ; x ~. Under parity

inversion Z. + -Zin
m

,and~ + -Zout
out

, which transforms ~+ -R, ;++;, and

$ + -;. Therefore, conservation of parity requires that snalyzing tensors be

invariant under a 1800 rotation of the above defined coordinate system about &

(y axis). This operation places the restriction Tkq(e) = (-l)~~q( El). Substi-

tuting this relation into eq. (1) yields

I(e) = Io(e)[l+21m<T11>ImT ~l(e)+<T20>T20( g)+2Re<T21>ReT21( 9)+2Re<T22>ReT22( e)

+21m<T
31

>ImT31( 0)+21m<T32>ImT 32(g)+21m<T33>ImT33(0)] , (2)

where all analyzing tensors odd in parity have been set equal to zero in eq. (2).

Due to the cylindrical symmetry of the ion source, the only nonvanishing

polarization tensors produced are tlo, t20, and t
30‘

in a coordinate system with

the z axis slong the sxis of quantization. However, one can precess the spins

to a desired orientation in the reaction coordinate system. We define B as the

angle between ~ and the spin quantization axis ~. We define @ as the angle between

;and~x~. Using the fact that spherical tensors have the ssme rotation pro-

perties as spherical harmonics, we can show:

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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Im<T1l> = -t10(sinf3cos@)/@
’20> =

t20(3cos%-1)/2

t20(sinBcos6sin@) ~ -t20(sin213cos20)678
‘e@21> = ‘e<T22> =

1m<T31’ =
-t30(5cos26-l)(sinBcos@) 6/4 1m<T32> =

-t30(sin213cosf3sin2@)ti6/4

1m<T33>
= t30(sin3f3cos3$)6/4 .

The spherical tensors in terms of the components of angular momentum for spin-3/2 are

’00
= unit matrix(4X4), Tlo = Jz2/6, Tlfl = ?(Jx*iJy)_,

’20
= J:-5/4, T2f1 = T[(JzJx+JxJz)fi(JzJy+JyJz)]/~ ,

T2t2 = [( J:-J;)*i(JxJy+JyJx) l/~ > T30 = [J:-(41/20)Jzl( 2~)/3 s

T3*1 = ;[(JzJxJz-(7/20 )Jx)fi(JzJyJz-( 7/20)Jy) Ifi ,

T3t2 = [( JXJZJX-JYJZJY)fi(JxJzJy+JyJzJx) 1~ >

T3k3 = T[(J~-3JyJxJy-Jx)Zi(J~-3JxJyJx-Jy) ]/3 .

And finally, one might define “Cartesim tensors” for sPin 3/2 ~ Sk = $Jk~

‘kg = #JkJ~+JgJk) - ~kg~ ‘d ‘km = $( JkJLJm+JmJ8Jk)-(~h’l%mkdkL) ], where

k,k, m= 1, 2, 3 (orx, y, z). However, these are overcomplete and 3“7 = j(j+l)

= 15~ leads to four constraints, nsmely, S +s =OandS
xx+% Zz

~+sy@+szkz = o

fork = X,Y,Z. Furthermore, S s sXyz = yzx = Zxy”
It is convenient to use the Cartesian tensors to characterize a polarized

beam with an sxis of symmetry. Let the fractional population of the nuclear msg-

netic substate m be written Na, then the Cartesian tensors become <Sz> =

$ 3(N3-N_3)+(N1-N-1) 1, <s > = [ (N3+N_3)-(Nl+N-1) 1 ~d CSZZZ>= $ (N3-N_3)-3(Nl-N_l) 1,Zz
with the constraint N3+N1+N

-l+N-3 = 1“
It can easily be seen that <Sz>> <S22>,

and

his

1.

2.

<s > are normsJ.ized such that they each can vary between the limits *1.
Zzz

The author wishes to express appreciation to S. Darden who brought ref. 1 to

attention and to D. A. Goldberg and G. G. Ohlsen for helpful discussions.
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